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VOL. X.-N0.16.
ibe Holland

HOLLAND,

mui

-

Prodace, Etc.

\E QROOT,

L. barber. Halrcnttlng,
shaving,
ahampoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
sonablorates.Barbershop next door to the City

T

Hotel.

DOESBURG,

14-ly

IJ

dealers in Grain. Flour and Produce. Hightl.50 per year if paid in advance;%1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Hsh streets, Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three months, and %£.00 if

paid at
OB PRINTINQ

six months.

Dintlit.

rjEE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Church.

PBOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONS.

vJ

25
17

4 UO
12
IS 00

<a
QO

65
2 50

02

Wheat, white V bushel ........ new 1
Corn, shelled V bushel ...........
Oats, V bushel ......................
Buckwheat, V bushel.. ...........

1 04
50
45
80

ft

a
75®

office

Feed, f ton ......................
^ 21 00
V 100 lb .....................
Draft tad Hedlclsti.
Barley, $1 100 lb ....................
Middling, V 100 ft ...............
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
rvOESBURU, J. 0., Dealerlu Drugsand Medl- Flour, $T brl ........................
6 35
ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each snbse
cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, <tc. Phy- Pearl Barley, V 100 lb ...............
<uent insertion for any period under three
slcian'sprescriptionscarefully put up; Eighth st. Rye V bush .....................
nonths.
Corn Meal * 100 lbs ..............
| 3 X. | 6 M. | 1 T.
Vf EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Flue Corn Meal S 100 lbs .........
1 Square ................. 850
ivl icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per.................. 5 00
River street.
8
00
................
’IT’AN
PUTTEN,
Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi10
00
!i Column .................
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
................. 17 00
W. Van Den Bano's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
::: :::: .......... 25 Oo

w

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

®

iii

a •»
3 ”

u

1

IlMitiimal

v

•*
•*

Mr. R. Van Kampcn has got

Yearly adyertisers have the privilege of three

YITALSH HEBEK,
^

v

v

full

Druggist & Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining
to the bus-

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

all the

Drill token.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

Magazine is

behold.
Expounding thi Gospel.

Jim

A

if

10 55 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond.

2 55 9 20 4 45

12 00 2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 8 45 3 55

Michigan.

..

12 25 3 05 12 10

man got
on his muscle and gave Jim s fearful
pounding. They were, however,separated
by mutual friends before any serious damage had been done to either of these distinguished colonfd citizens of Galveston.

"You
his

1 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 7 25 2 00

4 05

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.

11 40 6 30 11 55

.

7 30 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 9 10
a.

m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1:33 Sunday morning.

to

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Rapids.

From Holland
Grand
a. in. p. m. p. in.
5 20 9 45 3 25

From Grd. Rapids
to
a.

Holland.

m. ip. m. p.m.

...Holland ..... 10 45 1 50

lime

5 85 9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 85 1 40 9 55
10-

0 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvllle.

10 00 1 12 9 05

..

15

9 25

matick old nigga’.”

"Dat

running his

m

a. ra. p.

a.

From Muskegon

m.

.....

Pigeon .....

10 55 .... Basil
11

kill

....

YT

3 43

NoUrr Publtci.

OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
NoUry Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

O

Michigan.

6 85 4 30 11 20 ..Grand Haven.. 3 20 12 40 8 40
50 4 35 11 25 ...Ferrysburg... 3 15 12 85 8 85

55 ... Muskegon... 2 40 12 00 8 10
m. p.m. a. m.
p. m. noon p.m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

Holland
Muakegou.
VlaNunica.

From Muskegon
Holland.

From

.Robinson..
..

240

.Frultport..,

840

]> EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Office hours nigtht and day, on the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

4 50

1.

at

a.

m.

JJIGGINS,

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gal-

to

11 15

m.

4 15 ........ Holland .......

m. p. m.
10 25 •5 45

4 85

10 05

p.

was entirely cured.

draw the

line at the Susquehanna, and

my

your house shall be

ter be de result of de

now

presenting, in serial form, two "fea-

headquarters.’1 tures” which combine entertainmentwith

cure of Consumption Is withouta parallelIn the
historyof medicine. Since li's first discovery it
has been sold on a guarantee, a test which no other
medicine can stand. If you have a Cough we
earnestly ask you to try it. Price 10 cts, 50cts. and
$1 . If vour Lungs are sore. Chest, or Back Lame,
use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R.

Meengs.

result, you will be soundly thrashed, and

when the

first gun Is

verified this

prediction.Davis soon after tertaining.
The present June number has specially
have never seen him
attractivecontents. There is a story of a

since.”

for 75 cts., we will sell them Shiloh’s VlUlizer,
guaranteed to enre them. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

the editor to

left the senate, and I

Answer this

Question.
Why do so many people we see around us, seem
to preferto suffer and bo made miserable by Indlgi htion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Coming up of the Food, Yellow Skin, when

these features show the earnest purpose of

make the magazine throughfired.’ History has out bright and wholesome, as well as en-

slavery in this country will be doomed

freshet, by Sarah J. Prichard, illustrated

by a

Scribnerfor Jun$.

striking frontispiece;and

lively tale

of

• very

novel incidents,entitled

The element of timeliness which is
"Pease-PorridgeCold." "In Nature’s
to some extent, in every number
Wonderland” is very well illustrated, and
of Scribner’sMonthly, is particularly
found,

a.

Warlng’s "Sanitary Condition

28-ly.

PhtolTipkir.

Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
Allegan.
Holland.
*10 85

m.

O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
hla residence, Overyscl, Mich.

p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

to i* a.

VATES,

8 40

m.

_ •
•

what was gwine
campaign.”

QCHOUTKN, F. J., Physician and

585 Mich. Office hours from 10

Nunlca...

.Muskegon.

j.

ef you had ssrehed de

you mout hab knowed in advance

O

..Holland..

1 40

yer?”

Shiloh’s Catarrh Bemeiy.
describesinterestingadventuresin the
Accouchcr.
A marvelous cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Can- noticeablein the June issue, just published.
American
tropics. ‘‘The Tressnre-box
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrng-stmje. Eighth ker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle
p.m
The first paper turned to by most readers
•7 25 street.
there is an ingeniousnasal Injector for the more
of Literature”presents an extract from a
successfultreatment ot these complaintswithout will, perhaps be the second part of Co).
poem by James Russell Lowell, President
6 10
extra charge. Price 60 ct*. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

a.m.
•11 30
12 55

9-1 y

fkriioli&i.

505 11

7 20

trie he

m. p.m. p.m. Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
4 15 1 40 9 40
WILMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor3 46 1 15
10th and River streets.

3 38 1 00

00

fust, didn’t

_

__

p.

t5 30 3 30 10 25 ....Holland. ...
0 00 3 58 10 50

Holland.

to

" Well, den,
bible

peaceful separation. The talk between us

me

Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
answered much in the same temper: * You a rich store of information.
This Is boyond question the most successful
Combined with the beautiful IllustraCough Medicine we have ever sold, a few doses will never be permitted to break up the
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Invariablycure tho worst cases of Cough, Croup,
tions
always to be found in 8t. Nicholas,
Union,
and
if
you
try
it
war
will
be
the
JL of PtufffferMills; (Steam Saw and Flour and Bronchitis, while It’s wonderful success in the

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

p.

Hotel.

ManufacturerOf andDealerin
O. Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowinst Machines • cor. 10th* River street.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to

intimate terms for a

I

yor knocked

“ Dem’s de kerrect returns. ”

your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case

ITEALD, R. K.,

1

Muskegon.

had

if

Dat’s a fact."

"And

would not use my influence in behalf of a

to fight yer, didn’t

" Will yor please expound dat ar, Uncle
while at breakfast, which lasted some
convenient to both depots. Terms, wilh which I am personallyacquainted
Mose?”
time, was quite animated,but all in good
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
their success was almost incredible.One
" De bible says, ask and ye shall rebe relied on. Holland,
8-ly
temper, but toward its conclusion it belady told me that half a bottle did her
ceive, knock and yo shall be knocked.
came very warm. Mr. Davis was then, as
llvirvMd Sale Stable!.
more good than hundreds of dollars’
You asked, and yer got it, didn’t yer?
I suppose he is now, a man of ungovernworth of medicine she had previously
You knocked, and yer got de wind and
able will, and, of course, took positive
taken.” Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.
some of yer teef knocked, didn't yer? I
ground that the states had aright to seAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
tell you, Jim Webster, and all you udder
cede,
and would do so unless their de.a-jL stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alThe largest variety of Cigars and Toways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's
mands were acceded to. I denied this Bob Ingersollsinners, dat dars whole
baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
88-tf
keerloads ob wisdom in dat blessed book,
right, and said that any attempt on their
15tf
Pessink’s.
VfIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
ef
yer studies it prarfully and in de rite
1" Ninth street, near Market.
part to leave the union would result in
If you want a nice dish ol Ice Cream go
speret.”
Heat torkett.
war. Both of us were stubborn upon the
to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
diverse
positions taken. He got quite exI> UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner
St. Nicholas for June.
E. S. Dangrkmond’s.
JL> Eighth and Fish Street.All kinds of saucited, and as I was leaving said angrily:
sages coustautly on hand.
The children’s magaaine, St. Nicholas,
Making a Raise,
"Cameron, if there is an attempt on the
UITE,J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
John
Hays,
Credit, P. O., says that for part of the north to coerce ub, and a war is, in the present volume, fully satisfying
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
nine months he could not raise his hand between the states results, I will draw a the demands of those parents who desire
VAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper to his head through lameness in the line through the country at the Potomac that their children’s reading shall be not
and twine; 8th street.
shoulder, but by the use of Thomas’ Eclec- river. No, he added immediately, ‘ I will merely Interesting,but instructive. It is
to&ufaotorin. Villi, 8hopi, Stc.

tho Night Expressleaves
Holland
ad 1 :40 and arrivesin Grand Rapids 3:10 a. in.

From Holland

“

long time, invited me to breakfast to talk
over the questions at issue, and to ask

wid dll pusonal

yer ? ”

the senate

I

You asked me

"

one morning

whom

to do

altercasbun?”

prior to the retirementof the southern

most

put it on. "De
you new fangled niggahs is,

What’s dat got

"

fol-

lowing to a correspondentof the Phila-

the

through a hole in bis

efiforls to

you don’t search de scriptures.”

Simon Cameron recently related the

been upon

arm

sirs.,

Sunday
___
morning

On

ain’t hit,” responded old Mose,

coat in his

Cameron and Jeff Pavia.

senators that Jetf Davis, with

mule

eber knowed de hind leg of a

grow on outen de shoulder ob a rheu-

to

v

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 00 8 45
m. p. m. p. m.
a. m. p. m. p.m.

a.

fi

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and

I

to see if there

Dat ar is de fust

"

15-tf

now

5 57 10 07 3 52 . .Hudsonville...

writes: “I have the greatest confidencein

elbow, and examining it

was any blood on it.

trouble wid

in

obmedis time,”

got de better

said Jim, wiping the end of his nose with

for June.

during the exciting debates

Qalveston News, and

the consequence was that the old

But— her llpa were ao near
That-what else colud Ido?

delphia Press: "I remember

with old Uncle Mose,

The

Mich.

1 50 3 55 1 30 .BentonHarbor.12 50 7 32 2 10

205

OCOTT'S HOTEL. Wm.

O

Fish

2.00 8 80 3 35

io-iy

a quarrel

yesterday, says

yon,

—BricaBrac, Scribner

a luxury to

Webster, a saddle-colored sport,

provoked

Her Ups were so near
That— what elae could I do?
You’ll be angry, I fear,
But her lips were ao near—
Well, I can’t make it clear,
to

York, and many other
numerous to mention. This
•

WALTER LEARNED.

it

attention si tho recent

New

Artists, in
articles, loo

IN EXPLANATION.

Or explain

much

exhibitionof the Society of American

$ail $oads.

VAN
v

listeniux to the Voices,” which

attracted so

-Bric-aBrac, Scribnerfor June.

DI?D

maTQ

Arc

Oh thou dear mistress of my heart!
My angel 1 let me kneel before thee
And say how heavenlysweet thon art,
And how devoutly 1 adore thee.”
She turned away her lovely head,
And with a languid look that fired
My soul, In murmured accents said,—
" You make me tired.”

work.

and a

cipal figure in Lepage’spainting, "Joan of

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
I JERRY, C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donote JL would respectfblly announce to the citizens
18-ly.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- that she has opened Dressmakingand Hair Dress- joiner’s
nlf that no paper will be continuedafter dale.
ing rooms, in the building, one door west of Grif
&T All advertising bills collectablequarterly. tin s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven. Special Assessors Notice,
Also teaches in Wax, Worsted, Lace, and other
City of Holland, )
A
f°and onflleatQeo> fancy work.
31-ly
Inio Driirijttp.
Rowell A Co's NewsClerk’s Office, May 3rd, 1881. J
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
furniture.
To Union School premises, Arnold De
advertising contracts may be made for it In NEW
YORK.
Vf E YEK, 11. A CO., Dealers in all kimifbf Fur- Feytcr, Peier A. Kleyse.
ivl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, ToycfJftofflne, You and each of you arc hereby notified
Picture Framea.etc.:River street.
that a special assessment roll for the repair
“f
sidewalks has been reported by the
#niral Dialiri.
Board of Special Assessors to the Common
PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Council of ihe Cily of Holland, and filed
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, in this office, and that the Common CounChicago & West Michigan B. B.
Flour. Provisions, etc.; River st.
cil has fixed upon the seventh day of June,
A. D. 1881, at 7:30 o’clock p. m., at the
Hoteli.
Taken Effect, Sunday, May. 22, 1881
Common Council room, in said City, as
f'tlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, ProFrom Chica
igo
From Holland
the time and place when and where they
\J
prletors.
The
only
flrsi-class llolel in the
to Hnllanid.
to Chicago.
city. Is located in the business center of the town, will meet with the said Board of Special
Day N’U ana has one of the largestand best sample rooms Assessors to review said roll.
Ni’t Day Mall.
Mall.
TOWNS.
Exp. Exp. In the State. Free bus In connection with the UoExp. Exp.
By order of the Common Council,
tel. Holland, Mich.
10-ly
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
p. m. p. m. a. m.
p. ra. p. m. a. m.
tlOiO 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 45 5 15 PUCENIX HOTEL. A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R R. deIncredible.
5 00
10 40 .... 11 06 East Sangatuck 3 05
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, ‘and
F. A. Scratch, druggist, Rulhven, Ont.,
its tabic Is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir., Holland,

Lepage, illus-

bronze, by Augustus St. Gaudens,

Don’t you forget It.”

pared to build new dwellings, or repair

en-

full-page eogrsvingby Cole of the prin-

No form ie daintier or completer,
No hair so brown, no eyes so bine,
No month Is tenderer or sweeter.
The favored youth who gains the hand
Of this fair girl will ne’re regret it.”
With modest grace aho added: "And

buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

lines,

portrait,

trated with a portraitfrom a bass-reliefin

Her checks possess the rose's hue,

4i*

•

mind

They write about In old romance*.
Knowest thou,” said 1, this maiden fair.
Whose beauty doth my thoughts beguile 1”
She answered with a dreamy air—
” Well, 1 should smile I”

120®

U

page

full-

Cole, together

tender thought* and fkneies, sketch of tho artist Bssllen
A lovely being of the kind

**

Grain, Feed, Etc.

484.

filled with

“

0

v

EACH BRO'8, CommissionMerchants, and

I>

Terms of SnbscriptioB:

1

Clover seed, V ft ..................
Eggs, $1 dozen .............. ......
Honey, V ft ......................
Hav, V ton .......................
Onions, V bushels ................
Poutoes, V bushel ................
Timothy Seed, f bushel ..........

Coaaliiloi Mtrekaat.

Editor and Publlitur.

Was

NO.

with an unpublished sonnet written by Disraeli in
1839; a brief biographicaland critical

FOSTER.

8.

her of a maid whose

I told

Apples,« bushel ................. $
Beans, |I bushel ...............
Butter, V lb ....................

Iirbiri.

OFKICE: VAN LANDEOfiND’8BLOCK.
O'l'TO J.

DAVID

Eighth street.

accompanied by a

GIRL.

graved by

J„ Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlceln Kenyon A Van Pntten’s bank

A

PUBLI8HKD EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

TEE BOSTON

£Rurhctjs.

fpEN EYCK,

A WEESLY_NfiWSPAPEE,
aOLUHO CITY,

H. Attorney and Connectorat Law,
corner of River and Kighth streets.

I

WHOLE

28, 1881.

ARKS, W.

T)

®itij

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

THE ROLLER,

A

G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Clgars.Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

6 10

Watohii aad

Jmlrr-

Lincoln's world-famedGettysburgspeech,

Gray,"

you

can’t find a healthier

York Stale.— Oct

Tstaea ait Cigars.

of New

Jacob Martzolf, of Lancaster,N. Y., York,” entitled "The Remedy,” and and Judge Finch’s poem, " The Blue and
says your Spring Blossom works well for recommendinga completesystem of house
the
__
everything you recommend it; myself, and street drainage, applicableto any
wife, and children have all used it, and house or locality. The opening articleis
A tlO Biblical Prize.

A

large stock

family in

New

fi, 1880.

of

bleached

and

un-

a description, by

R.

W.

Gilder, of

"The

The publishers of Rutledge's Monthly
Farragnt Monument,”designedby Augus- offer the following easy way for someone
tus St. Gaudens, and about to be erected
to make $10.00; To the person telling ns

in Union Square, New York, this paper
bow many times the word "Galilee” Is
includes a brief biographicalsketch of fonnd in the New Testlment Scriptures,
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
the aitist, and is accompaniedby a fullby June 10th, 1801, we will give $10.00

bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and the store of G. VAN PUTTKN & SONS. page engraving, by Cole, of the figure,
in gold as a prize. The money will be
dealer in Fancy Gooda; Corner of Market! Ladies are especially invited to call and
18 00
458 ........ Donning..;;.... 088 4 15 and Eighth Street.
and by illustrationsot other parts of the forwarded to the winner June 15, 1881.
intpeef.
l$-tf
monument, a general view, etc. In con- Those who try for the prize must send 10
18 45 580
9 15 880
p.m. p.m.
a.m. p.m.
The finest kind of Ice Cream and Arctic nection with this subject is "An August cents with their answer, for which they
9 Mixed trains.
Soda Water
(16-tf) Pkssink’s.
Morning with Farragnt"— » vivid account will receive the July number of the
11 85

445

........ Hamilton..,,....

052

500

1)

£>

//

_

at

t Runs dally, all other trains daily except Sonday. All trains runs by Chicago time.

iwineH

Dtrfrtartj.

of the great admiral’s fsmoos victory at
X. 0. Of 0. F.
It is important to travelers to know
Mobile, by LieutenantJ. C. Kinney, who
HollandCity Lodge, No. 182. IndependentOrder
that special inducements are offered by
of Odd Fellows, holds Ita regular meeting* at Odd
was
on board the Hartford throughoutthe
Fellowa Hall, HolIantMlioh., on Tneaday Evening
the Bnrlingtonroute. It will pay you to
of each week
hght, and tells the true story of the lashViaiting brother* arecordially invited. _
read tbelr advertisement to be fonnd else-

_

8.

_

ing.

HU

account is confirmed and
AUoniya.
supplemented in a letter in the same
White
Lead,
Oils, Prepared paint, Paris number from Commander J. Crittenden
F.
A
A.
X.
pp)WA*Pi Chrfm Agent, Attorney and
A R*0^*** Communicationof Uwitt Lonei, White, Ochres, and ail kinds of paint, wet Watson, who was alio an officer under
No. 181. P. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Attorney* at Law, H°W, Mieh., oi Wednesday evealng, Jnae or dry, cheeper than ever. I will sot be Farragnt. Other papers which oome on*
M. Hamumotoi, R.

OTisa,
-to.
-----

T1 Ranida, Michigan.
-r— , —aw* aad Allegan Counties

«U1 bt promptly attended

»-ly

fi,

1

Hoe.

McMabtu,

N.

0

where

.

atTo'clock,aharp.

issue.

undersold by any one.
C. MaTBAVi W. V.

D. L. Bor®, Sec1 9.

In this

.

lfi-2w

lfi-7m.

.

Wm. Van Puttih, M. D.

der the bead of "seasonable,” are: a brief

Monthly, an excellent Magazine ot 82 pages
In

which

will be publishedthe

address of the winner ot the

name and

prize,

with

the correct answer thereto. Address,

Rutledge Publishho Company,
Leialig, Mich.

A full

line of

straw hats has just

rived st the store of G.

* SONS,

•ketch of the late Earl of Beaconsfield, nicest and

ar-

VAN PUTTKN

ranging from 5 cents to the
IS-tf

costliest.

continues.Now England is the most pared with $283,844,387 worth exportedduring myself. I know that anyone of you
Month Penmanship.
the correspondingten months of last year.
hadrather put your hand iu your pockets
Says the St Louis Republican: Theand give me 2. cents than to see me gdt
FOREIGN.
The exposure of a treasury ring
way iu which • one-hatf of the human
down
on
my
knees
and
hunt
around
for
In the Monetary Conference,at Paris,
which has been growing fat by a long series of
anatomy can be trained to perform the
systematicpeculations, is the latest sensation on May 19, Hon. Timothy O. Ho\vo. United that cent. But let me explain. I do functions of another which has been lost
not care for the money, flaring ovc^
at Washington.The ringstcra, so fsrasnn States Commissioner, outlined the American
or disabled, has seldom had a better
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
earthed, are Upton, the AssistantSecretary; norition on the question of bimetafliHin. “ The 15 cents loft in my pocket, but tlurt illustrationthan in the pftse of Mr. R.
Lamphere, the appointment clerk, and Piv- United States,” fie said “are not hero on be- penny is aa heirloom iu tm family— ft
nev, the snpwntendent of the Treasury half of mine-owner'sto ball the market for sacred relic to remember the dead and L, Lloyd, of Dalton, Mo., who has
building.The records show the pur- silver. Agriculture is our chief interest. gone— and I appeal to your sentiment schooledhis mouth to do the legitimate
work of his hands in writing. The write
chase of twenty thousand yards of car- Our annual cotton crop in worth seven times,
pet for the Treasury Department during our wheat crop twelve times, and corn crop to induce you to draw your feet under ing Uius executed ia of Uie best quality, v
THE EAST.
the last fiscal year, although a deficit of 700 eighteen times the average annual produc- the seats while I make a general hunt.” that which iu other men would be called,
The passengers good-naturedly comWatertown, N. Y., is sufferingfrom yards was discovered several months ago. A tion of our silver mines. America is set king
the “hand,” being free and flowing with
fov local dealers have furnishedsuch supplies lor herself and tha world a broad and stable plied, and, after being carried four
the dreaded army-worm, winch w destroying
at retailprices,there haring beeu^no advertisemoney l»lis, upon which $30,000,090,000 of the blocks paittlij s corner, the man recov- each letter formed after the most apall kinds of vegetation and ravaging the whole ments for profOsa s. In takrfig an inventory' world’sindebtodnAwcan- rest” Most of the
proved pattern. Mr. Lloyd Isa merchant
northern part of the tSUte.
of Pitney’s supplies, a barrel of bay rum and a delegateswho had abend v spoken replied to ered his sacred relic and jumped off the in Dalton, dealingVitha wholesale firm in
In the Court of Oyer and Terminer, lot of Lubiu’s perfumes and soaps were found. Mie arguments adduced by subsequentspeeches car.— Detroit Free Press.
this city. The following letter written
against ice views propoundedby them. Mr.
to them, which Deputy Sheriff Thomas
New York, a nolle prosequi was enteredin the
. POLITICAL.
Evarts and Big. Doda recapitulated their arguVermillionkeeps as a curiosity, waa yescaae of Kenward Philp, C. A. Byrue, Louis F.
The confirmationof Judge Robertson ments in favor of bimetallism,and with their Blood Letting In England Fifty Years
terday shown by him to a Republican
speeches the general discussionclosed. The
Poet and Joseph Hart, charged with libel, in
was celebrated,by salvos of artilleryat Albany, conferencethen decidedto adjourn its sittings
Ago.
reporter:
having written and paoUahod an articleon the
famous Morey letter, entitled “Lying and Utica, Rochester,and other places in the inte- until the 30th of June.
“Dalton, Mo. — Gentlemen:—Your
The Pharmacopoeia of fifty years ago
SUcking to It"
rior of New York. Judge Robertson was sereA terrible disasterbos occurred to contained the names of 444 drugs and bill of goods of the 9th inst., at hand,
Congressman O’Brien, of New York, naded by the Republican Genera ICoramittee cf H. M. sloop-of-warDotercl,in the Strait*)of their preparations,whilst that of to-day for which receive thanks. On your bill
has obtained a divorce from his wife on tit: New York. Ho made a speech, in ,wh’ch ho Magellan. An explosion of the salt-water con- contains no fewer than 802. The former you make comments upon my crippled
said he regarded his confirmationnot as a perground that she was an habitual drunkard.
condition, and express regret that I am
sonal triumph, but as a rictory over one-man denser was followed by that of the magazine, did not contain the names of quinine,
Col. Thomas A. Scott, the famous power and the right of individual liberty in which wrecked and sunk the vessel. One morphia, or iodine, three of the most in that condition of helplessness,for
railroad king, died at his country residence near political action.— A New York telegram says: hundred and forty-threelives were lost.... commonly used drugs of the present which I am thankful. You also say that
“ A friend of ex-8enatorConKling states that St Petersburg has been partially undermined
day. In fact, so frequently are they you think some public mention of it
Darby, Pa., from paralysis,in the 5flth year of
he will immediatelyenter into tuo practiceof by the indefatigable
Nihilists.Officers in the
prescribed in one form or other, that one would not be inappropriate. In answer.
his age. The primary cause of the paralysis law in this city, and will ia’.e no fu' ther part in
navy have been discover**d to be leaders in the
wonders how the doctors managed with- 1 though not desifingto bring myself intoin his cat.e was a fall from a locomotivewhen poht/cs until ho has made sufficientmoney to. nvarious plot*),and the Imperial Government
Superinteadent of the Western division of the snre himselfa comfortab’o bring. It is further
out the two latter. Quinine was in use ! notoriety, I will make this statementas
*thinks the head of the conspiracy is at last
Pennsylvaniarailroad,more than thirty years said the Sena! or will advise his friends to elect
discovered.
.A battle between the French con- to a certain extent, though not officially a gratificationto my friends: I was a
ago, by which he suffered a violent concussion ex-President Grant as bis successorin the
tingent and the native tribes of IHinih is report- sanctioned;but where one grain was member of Captain HI Bledsoe’s batof the' brain. ..The steamshipGanos, from Senate.”—An Associated Press dispatch irom
ed to have been stubbornlyfought, with severe
tery, under the command of General
then used I believe a hundred are now.
Matanzas, with a cargo of sugar, was sunk Washington says: “There is no longer
losses on both sides in killed and wounded.
Sterling Price, and at the battle of Lexwhen within twenty miles of the light-hon«e at any donbt that a strong fight will be made
! The system of treating many diseases
In the British House of Lords Gran- i has indeed been completely vcvolution- ington, Mo., which occurred on the 21st
Boston by collision with the steamer Pem- against Conkling and Platt, will have tl
broke. The loss is eatimated at ?500,000.
ville said Russia, with the support of Gennany, ! ized. Speaking generally, the practice
sympathy of the administration.This is Jq:!
day of September, 1861, I lost both my*
tied on the ground that Conkling declared Mo.
recently
proposed a conference of the powers | used to be to pull down the system; now arms while loading red-hot shot. I haveTHE WEST.
day that he would regard h.8 re-election as a
since then attempted to perform all my
witli a view to joint action against assasrina- : it is to build it up by a freer use of qui
So rapid is the progressof the North- rebuke to the administrationand a commission tiou. From no sympathy with Nihilism, he
duties in life and bear with patience my
nine and other tonics.
to make war against it to the end of Garfield’s
said, her Majesty’s Government declined to
ern Pacific road that it is expected that by the
“affliction” with “never give up the
But
in
nothing
is
the
change
more
tenr. The policy of the administraticuwill t*
end of the year the track-layerswill reacr. to elect straight RepublicanSenators who will participatein the conference, believing it striking than in regard to the common ship” for my motto. It is true that I
would have no practical result.
Pompey's Pillar, on the Yellowstone.Fourteen be ui entire harmony with the party on all
habit of blood letting, as it was called. write with my mouth— was forced toThe Jews are fleeing from Moscow, in
queationa.
If thia cannot be accomplished in
surveying parties are in the field on the Rocky
learn to write thus in order to conduct
j I suppose that in the last century it was
mountain division. .A Springfield (Mo.) t« e- this Legislature, then thfi policy will be to pre- advance of a rumored attack. The police are
even more common than it was at the my business properly. If this letter cau
vent the election of Conklins and Platt, even
gram says : “ Reports received from this and
taking every precaution to preventan out breakbo of use to you or any others, you are
if the Senatorial election has to be thrown over
! time we speak of, so that if a person
various counUes m Southwest Missouriare to
Hebrew
fugitives are arriving at Warsaw from | fell down in the streets from exhaiis- welcome to do with it as you please.
to the next Legislature."
the effect that the fly has already mined IbouAn Albany dispatch says the anti- all parts of Russia. In a proclamationforbid- tion he was sure to be bled. Though Yours very respectfully.
sandj of acres of wheat, and fears are enterding the persecution of the Jews, the Governor
tained thrt the crops in thia section of the Conkling members of the New York LegislaR. L. Lloyd.”
General of Charkoff declares that he will not the practice was becoming more r**State will be more than half destroyed.” ____
ture profess to bo willing to proceed at once to hesitate to nut the region nailer martial law ; stricted, yet it was veiy prevalent fifty
Eddy Post aged 18 ; Alice, his sister, 'aged 12
and punish riotors withtho greatest severity..... years ago. I well remember my brother
and Miss Colton, aged IS, were boating on the the election of Senators, but will have nothing
The Morals of Art.
Coon river, near Des Moines, Iowa, recenUy. to do with a caucus.— Mr. Conkling said to a The Czar has given his sanction to a project 1 suffering from rheumatic fever, and
for low. ring the rental of landn, and for comThe rowlock got caught in a snag, and the cur- friend in Washington that HO, 000 whs the
; seeing Mr. Gardom, one of the best
The
artists who suppliedthe leading
pelling some of the nobles to sell portions of
rent, running heavy, upset the boat, and all
extent of his fortune ; that he could make their estates to the emancipated serfs ..... Very surgeons in Salford, draw a basin full | illustrated London journals with what
were drowned ____ A Portland (Ore.) dispatch 4100,000per annum in the practice of law. and
serious disturbancesare reported in several of blood irom his arm— a thing which j purported to be faithful representations
says that three fishing boats capsized at the would not tnrn his hand over for a re-election.
parts of Ireland,including collisions between
no sane medical man would do at the i of tho interior of Slade’s school of art
mouth of the Columbia river, and all the occuThe German Republican Central the people and police.
present day. Not only was the lancet have greatly fluttered the matrons of
pants were drowned.
A monument totbe memory of George Committee of New York passed resolutions The Russian revolutionists are out iu $$ed in this way, but cupping and tho i Mayfair Belgravia. With a painful
B. Armstrong, founder of Uie railway mail congratulatingthe people on the emphatic another manifesto. They ask that tiro Czar ^plication of leeches was continually | accuracv of detail, the “studies from tho*
resorted to in cases of inflammation, nude” have been delineated,and the
service in the United States, was unveiled at victory won by the President over Conkling shall listen to his people rather than to his
and Platt, and asking the Legislaturenot to present counselors, and remove the evils from which it was supj^sed otherwise im- contiguity of the students, male aud feChicago in the presence of 5,000 citizens. re-elect the Senatorialsuicides....The Demowhich they suffer. The demand is surely a possible to subdue. It was no wonder male, is only too apparent. “To the
Schuyler Colfax delivered an oraUon — Seven cratic State Convention of Ohio has been called reasonableone ____ The Swedish Governmentis
if the doctors prescribed such treat- pure all things are pure. ” I grant the
Texan rangers and a band of thirty ouUaws to meet at Columbus on July 13.
said to l>e alarmed over the exodus to the ment that the public believed in its platitude, and to the true art-student
had a desperatebatUe near Fort EwelL One
At a conferenceof the friends of Mr. United States, and contemplates restrictive utility. It was no uncommon thing to real talent (coupled with ambition) looks
soldier was killed,but two of the cattle-thieves
legislation.
Conkling,in New York city, it was decided that
were captured.
be told by persons that they found it only for the ideal in what to au outsider
conducive to their health to be bled may appear crudely material. But
A horrible tragedy was enacted on a both Conkling and Platt should be vigorously
CONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
periodically, and that such treatment among the earnest disciples of art may
farm near Terre Haute, Ind. A well-to-do urged upon the Legislature for re-electioa It
On the meeting of the Senate on Wednesday, waa necessaryfor them. I remember a bo found numbers of dilettante dabblers,
young farmer, named McPheeters, had been was agreed that neither of the resignedSenadelicategentleman who would always who, at the age when parental solicitude
separatedfrom his wife, whom he married in tors should return withoutthe other. The be- Miy 18, Mcmi*. Bayard and Cameron, of Penniyllief -was confidently expressed that both ranla,were appointed to wait on the Preaident and attribute his not feeling well to having is most necessary, on the plea that they
February. 1879. In the meantime iho wife,
of them could be returned.—A secret confer- inquire whether he had any farther burineaa to neglected his periodical blood letting. can wield a pencil, are permitted,at the
who was living with her mother, Mrs. Blockence of prominent Democrats, with Speaker
communicate to the Senate. They reported that, No wonder he died in the prime of life. age of 15 or 16, to mix with youths and
soni, had given birth to a child. McPheeters
Randall at the head, was held in Washington,
called at the house to see it. He walked into
the Preaident will have more than 200 more nomimen of uncertainrank, and discuss (let
—Reminiscencesof Manchester.
at which the political situationin New York
the room in which were sittinghis wife, ner
us presume artistically) the anatomical *1
was carefully considered. They decided to rec- nation! and will send them in aa fast aa
sister,Miss Belle Blocksom,and her mother.
ommend to the Democratic members of the possible.In axeentire setalon Ju4ge Robertproportions of a nude statue or a scantily
He was orderedoat of the honee, and said he New York Legislaturenot to enter into any aon waa confirmed aa Collector of the Port
draped model. It doubtlesssounds
Letter
from
Gen.
Grant.
would go as soon as he had seen his baby.
coalition with either of the Republicanfactions of New York without objection. Other
His wife went to the cradle to show him the
confirmation* were: Gen. Merritt,Coneul General
The following letter from ex-President Grant highly classicalto talk of the “antique,”
that will enable them to fill vacancies occaat London, vloe Geo. Badaau; Aleck Bo reman.
child, little thinking of the terriblefate in store
to
Senator Jones, of Nevada, has been made but to pure men aud women the idea of
sioned bv the resignation of Conkling and
United State* DiatrictJudge for the Weetern disfor her, and, while in the act of taking the litchits of children studyingfrom undraped
Platt
public
trict
of
Louiiiana
;
and
Edward
T.
Nlchola,
fc>
tie
tle thing up, McPheeters drew a revolver and
statues is simply repellent. It is a fact
City or Mrxico, April 24, 1881.
Chief
of tha Bureau of Yard* and Dock* of the Navy
An Albany (N. Y.) telegram of May
fired. The ball entered the right eye of his
My Pear Sesatob : I see by the latest dispatches that about a year ago a proposal was set
Department Tha nomination of Gen. Badeau
wife, causing instant death. She fell into 23, says that city “ has become the center of
for Minister to Denmark waa withdrawn. received here from the capital of our country that on foot' by certain female students that
the cradle with the child in her arms and comThe following nomination* were made by the deadlock in organizing the Senate has not been
Intense politicalactivity. The sensation of the
pletely saturated it with be*- blood. The villain
nude models (female) should be supplied
the Preaident AlbertC. Wedge, Collector of Inter- broken, and that nothing has been done by the
then turned upon Miss Belle, and, nttering an day was an editorialin the Conklingorgan nal Revenue for the First district of Minnesota; Preaident to allsy the bitternesswhich must be ento the art classes. An animated discusgender*
d
by
his
most
recent
appointments.
When
oath, fired st ner. The ball entered the right warning that gentleman not to place himself Henry C. Ripley,Collectorof Internal Revenue for
the first batch of nominationsfor New York was sion on the subject ensued, and many
the Sixth district of Michigan ; Madiaon Dans, Surtemple and penetrated the brain, causing death
in the way of being humiliated.Opinions differ
veyor of Cuatoma at Atlanta, Ga.; H. B. Taliaferro. sent In I was delighted I believed then the Presi- ladies left. Certain forts esprits, howin a half-hourafter. To complete the tragedy,
dent had determinedto recognize the Republican
he then placed the revolver against his own widely as to the connection of Gov. Cornell United States Attorney for the Western district of party, and not a faction ; but his nominations ever, emigrated to Paris, where they
with the pronunciaraento,it being generally Louisiana : James 0. Weeks, United States Manhal
head and killed himself.
.One of the Ktockof the next day convincrd me that the study from the nude to their hearts
believedthat he hopes to occupy one of the We* tern district Louisiana; Horace X. Taylor, of firvt act was but a part of a deep-laidscheme by
ton gang, called ••Tommy, the Kid,” was killed
desire. In the meanwhile, Parliament,
vacant seats m the Senste. Among the rumors Wisconsin, Consul at Mareeillaa.
somebody to punish prominent leaders for being
and thrown out of a hack b/ Eskridge,another
which is so solicitousfor the welfare and
Nothing was done in tho open session of the openly friendly to me. I cannot believe that Gen.
member of the bund, while on a spree at Am- which have gained credence is one that Gen.
Garfield Is the author of this policy. I give him
Grant will hurry northward from Galveston and
morality of the rising generation, should
argo, New Mexico.
Senate on Thursday, May 19, but In executive sea- credit for being too big a man to descend to such
take a hand in behalf of Conkling. Thirty-two
enact a law regulatingthe admission of
means
for
the
punishment
of
men
who
gave
him
a
lion
a
large
number
of
confirmations
were
made,
A desperate gang of four ruffians has Repubbcanshave signed a pledge not to go
hearty supportin his election,and who are disaspirants into schools of art, totally disamong
which
were
the following: Ex-Senator Bruce,
into
caucus
with
the
supporters
of
the
Senators
long been the terror of SoutheasternMissouri.
posed to give him the same support now,
who abandoned their seats,or with Republicans of Mississippi,for Register of theTrswury; ex-Con- for the offense of having had a former allowing the “mixed” classes.— Z-ondork
Recently a committee of citizens, under the
not in sympathy with the administration.gresaman George B. Loring, for Commissionerof preference for some one else for the officewhich he
World.
lead of a Sheriff,went in search of the out- The leading administration candidates am
now bolds. But Garfield Is President,and is reAgriculture Gen. Richard Rowett, Collectorof In- sponsible for all tbe acts of the administration.
laws, and at differenttimes found them and ChannceyM.Depew and James Wadsworth."...
Conklingand Platt are tbe chosen Senators from
Senators Cameron and Mitchell (says a Wash- ternal Revenuefor the Fourth diitrlctof Illinois
exchanged show with tnem. Iwoof the desByron H. Langston, Collector of Internal Revenue the great State of New York, and that too againstall
ington telegram)are very much put out with
THE MARKETS.
peradoes were killed, and the others were
for the Fifth districtof Missouri, and Henry C. the oppositionof an administration crest'd by the
the President because he refused to accept Ripley,Collectorfor the blxth district of Michigan. same pirty that elected them. This should give
captured. Two members of the attacking force
NEW YORK.
were also killed,and one or two others wound- their advice and appoint a man thev recom- The Prerfctint did not send back all tha them ail the stronger claim to be consultedin the Bf.XTZS ............................
(9 73 (Si 2 25
mended
as Surveyor of the Port of Philadel- “ New York nomination*’’ recentlywithdrawn. He
matter of appointmentsin their State. When It
ed. This desperate quartette were known as the
Hoas ..............................
G 00 @ 8 00
phia. The PreaiSentignored both the Penn- did, however, renominate Gen. Stewart L. Woodford comes to fillingthe most InfiuenUal office in their
“Hamilton gang,” from the name of their
Cotton ............................ 10*i(4 11
State without consultingtbeoo Senators,it is a great
Hylvania Senators and made the appointment for DistrictAttorney of the Southern district of
Flour -Superfine.................4 00 @1 4 G5
leader, and their depredations have extended
New York, A. W. Tenney to be DistrictAttorney of alight. When he selects the most, offensiveman to
over a period of nearly a year. ____ to suit himself, but Cameron succeeded the Easterndistrict, and G. McDougall Manhal of be found, It becomes an Insult, and onght to l-e re- Whkat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 21 9 1 22
in
indneing
the
Senate
not
to
act
on
No. 2 Rod ................1
1 27
the Northern district of New York. Instead of the
sented to the bitter end. I sincerelyhope the PresiA memorial tablet, marking the site of Fort
51 «4 58
the nomination?.Both Senators are name of Payne he sent in that of Henry E. Knox for dent will see this and correct his mistake hiitr-wtf, Corn— Ungraded ..................
Dearborn, was unveiledat Cliicago with approOAT»-Mixed
Western
..............
43
<a
45
priate exercises in the presence of a Urge as- very angry at the President for his action.... Manhal of the Southern district,and substituted and restore hannonv to tbe party. He owes Pork— Mass ......................15 75 <«*17 00
Charlea A. Gould for Tyler as ColhKtor at Buffalo.
this to himself and to those without whom
A
mass-meeting
of
Republicans
who
indorse
sembly . Jefferson Davis, the ex-Presldentof
11
11)4
No- Lard .............................
The Senate on Friday, May 20, continued tbo he could not have been elected.
the fcx-Confederacy,
spent a day in Chicago the action of President Garfield was held in
CHICAGO.
body believes he could have carried the State
Chickering
Hall,
New
York.
Ex-Judge
Fithian
last week. He was the gnest of his old friend,
New York nominations scut in the day before ; alwi of New York without the active support of her pres- Bkkvks— Choice Graded Steers.... 6 90 (» 6 50
Cows and Heifers. ....... 3 40 (it 4 75
Gen. Crafts J. Wright, of the Marine Hospital presided. Resolutionswere adopted indorsing Glenni W. Schofieldfor Judge of the Court of Claims, ent Senators. Their passivesupport would not hive
Medium to Fair ..........5 40 («, 5 60
answered. Without the State at New York Gen.
service....Two female patients at the Central Robertson's nominationas Collector of the
»ud
all the other nomination!) made by President
Hoos
..............................
6 00 (j$ 6 40
Garfieldwould not now be President His rewardOhio Lunatic Asylum drowned themselvesin a Port of New York, and characterizing the acFlour—
Fancy
White Winter Ex... 6
6 00
Garfield aud not already acted on, cave that of ing Robertson Is not only offensiveto the New York
tion
of
the
resigning
Senators
as
nothing
more
lake on the grsunds.
Good to Choice Sirring Ex.. 5 00 (4 5 25
ttian a high-handedattempt to usurp the William E. Chandler for Solicitor General and four Beuators.but H Is offensiveto New York Republi- Whkat-No. * Spring ..............1 03 (4 1 M
One hundred barrels of Danforth’s Presidential functions ____ The Iowa RepubUcan others. After having adopted resolutions compli- cans. The change of Badeau and Cramer, the two
No. 3 Spring ............
.. 97 (4 99
appointments in which I felt a strong personalinterCorn— No. ....................
fluid exploded in a cellar at St. Joseph, Mo. Convention,for the selection of candidatesfor mentary to tho Vice President,aud having ascer- est, was very distasteful to me, the first because of
(4 <5
.. 37 (4 a*
that the President hid uo other nominations our personal relations and my wish that he Oats— No. ...................
The floor over the cellar was occupied as a State offices, will meet at Des Moines, on Wed- tained
to make this BCMien, the Scuate then adjournedaine
By*— No. ......................
(4 1 l»
nesday, the 29th of June.
•hould be kept where his office would support him
saloon and billiardroom by a colored man, and
.. 92 (4 9&
die. Tho vote on tho confirmation of Mr. Chandler until he finishes eoms work he is engaged Barley— No. ..................
ButtkR’Choice
Creamer).......
1* understoodto have been eubatantiallyu party upon, and which be could do without Interfering
(4 22
number of colored men wore in there
GENERAL.
F,oos— Fresh ....................
11 (4 1»
vote, Don Cameron being the only Republican Senat the time, all of whom lost their lives.
with nts public dntlea; the aecond, because it was
(416 50ator who voted with the Democrats against the con- at the expenae of removingthe eon of my old Secre- Pork— Mass .....................
The
Census
Bureau
has
published
a
The building was totallydemolished,and inLard ..........................
still

clamoroua."
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stantly the inmates were all bnried in the debris, which was completely enveloped by hot
flames of the horning fluid. Water was freely
used by the fire department, but was of no
avail
. .The citizensof Del Norte, CoL, lynched

curious bulletin showing the position of the
center of population since 1790. In 1880 it

.

1790. Twenty-three miles east of Baltimore.
1800. Fourteen miles west of Baltimore.

THE SOUTH.
A steam saw mill near Oakland, Md.,
was blown to atoms by the explosionof a boil-

1810.

Forty miles northwest by west

of

Washington.

1820. Sixteen miles north of Woodstoek. Va.
fireman was blown 600 feet and one
1830. Nineteen miles west by southwest of
boiler was carried 1,000 feet up the hillside.
Moorefleld, Va.
1840. Rlxteen miles south of Clarksbnrg,Va.
1860. Twenty miles southeast of Parkers
overhauling of the Mississippi burg, Va.
1860. Twenty miles sonth of Chillioothe,
river mail service by the Postmaster General's

er. The

WASHINGTON.

An

Ohio.

special commission discloses some astonishing

facts. One contractor took a 494 000 series of
mail routes and re-lethalf of them to a packet
line for 120,000, thus clearing a profit of 160
per cent. . .The President b|s appointedHon.
George B. Loring,of MasHichunette,Commissioner of Agriculture, vice Le Due, resigned.
Mr. Loring is a professional farmer.
.

A

Washington

dispatch says the

“ national-bankcirculation is higher than ever

1870. Forty-eight miles east by north of Cinctanati.
1880. Eight miles west by sonth of Cincinnati.

The steamer Arizona

has again

made

the quickest recorded passage across the Atlantic, her time being seven
and thirty-fiveminute*.

The

days

five hoars

Mangerons Liquids.
Ammonia, especially the stronger kind,
is dangerous, a few drops being enongh
person. When used for cleaning purposes it should be handled with
great core, that the gas, which is given
off freely in a warm room, be not
breathed in large quantities and do injury to ’the delicate lining of the nose
and month. Benzine is a liquid in the
handling of which much caution should
be exercised. It is very volatile,and its
vapor, m well as the liquid itself, is inflamable. When employed lor removing
grease or other stains from clothing,
gloves, etc., it shonld never be used at
night, nor any other time, near a fire.
Ether is another dangerous liquid, and
in other than the .ohysician’s hands it
had best not be employed in the household. Alcohol must also be used with
to injure a

great care, especially at night.

sale of the revised edition of the

They Let Him Hunt.
In making change on the Woodward
$368,000,000. Gold-note circulation
about where it is, because the Uw limits the oopiee, and the sales were enormous. The Chi- avenue car - yesterdaya passenger
circulation of a bank to $50,000. Otherwise cago rimes and /n/sr Ocean printed in their dropped a penny on the floor, and it
editions of tbo followingmorning the greater went under the gratings. Befoye he
it, too, would increase. It is understood that
an attempt will be made at the next session to portion of the revised work.
made a move to find it, he stood up in
extend 40# circulation limit so that a bank in
The value of the breadstuffs exported the middle of the car and said : “Ladies
California can issue as many gold certificates
as it desires. Despite the increase of national- from the United States during the ten months and gentlemen, I know just how you
bank circulation, the demand for new notes ending April, 1881, was 6225,165,801, as com-' feel about this matter. I’ve been there
New Testament began in New York on the 20th
remains of May. There was a great rush to obtain

befere, and is steadily rising. It is nearly

of State, who probably never had bis superior,
never for moral worth, In the department.
It is true Fish resigned,but he did this from a sense
of honor, supposing it to be the duty of repre entatl ves abroad to give a new administrationthe opportunityof saying whither they are wanted or not
Very truly
U. 8. Guaxt.
ionea, United StatesSenator,WashingHon. J. P. J<
ton, D. G.

•

tary

certainly

was eight miles west by sonth of Cincinnati,
having moved west fifty-eightmiles during the
preceding decade. The following is the apBill Leroy and Sam Potter within an hour of
proximate location of important points from
their arrival in custody.
.

firmation.

yours,

MILWAUKEE.
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The Happy Gnat and the Bull.
A very short-lived,conceited little
gnat settled on the horn of a bull, and
there for gome time. ^ At lait, in deapair of attracting attention, the insect
remarked that he supposed he had been
gat

a great burden to the bull all this time.
“ Not in- the least,” responded the
bull, pleasantly, becoming at last aware
of the existence of the gnat “I did

not know yon had come, and I shall not
miss you when you go away. Shooh,
fly, don’t bodder me I ”
•*Ah!” exclaimed the gnat, in triumph, “I have at last compelled you
to recognizeme.”
Moral : Some men are of more consequence in their own eyes than in the
eyes of their neighbors.— GalvesUm
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This world is full of heroes. There
are thousands of them today, who are
working hard for $12 a week to feed and
clothe and provide a home for their
wives and
I

children.
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Hotmt.— The House passed the House bill ature lower than 15 degrees below zero
PARAGRAPHIC POINTS.
making appropriations
fot additional buildings killed peach buds were true there would
and improvements to the<State Prison at Jack- not he a blossom in this region this curYou can never persuade a man that a
oi1
Gov. Jerome haa aigned the bill for the ap- son, and the Senate bill designatingthe legal rent year ; hut in all localities around here, paper that has his name in it isn’t worth
I pointmentof the Tax Commiaaiou, and now
holidays to be observed in this State. The favorable and unfavorable,upland and reading.
j there’a a good oppoitunitvfor at least five men
committee reportedfavorablythe Senate bill vale, the trees have more or less blossoms
There’s a hitch somewhere, and it beCITY. HIOHIGAN.
$400,000 for an additional insane which are coming out in a very satisfacto secure a good place (wiiile it lasts) at t5 per appropriating
gins to look oa though the next World's
day. It is understood there are plenty wno, asylum. At 10:80 this forenoon the House went
tory condition. They do not promise a
like Barkis, are “willin'."Among all the into committee on the unfinishedOntonagon
Fair would have to be held iu the next
fair
crop, but will probably yield aquar-.
Railroad
bill,
and
after
a
hot
day’s
work
the
names
who
have
been
or
will
be,
the
Governor
AT THE CAPITAL.
world, if anywhere.
should be able to select live of first-class talent bill passed the committeeat 0:80 n. in. The ter of the average,giving at least a good
Prof. Grimmer is the chap who says
Ontonagon and Brule River Rail- and adaptability for the difficult tax of framing bill has attracted more interest than perhaps homo. supply. Five days from now
that within the next ten years this counroad— Union Depot for Detroit— Scn- a tax law that will better fit the time and the aniv other bill before the Legislature,as it in- there will
good showing
>lves large tracts of land in the Upper Pemntry is to lose 15,000,000 inhabitantsby
ntoriul Apportlonment-TheHigh- occasionthan does the one under which we are volvei
of
peach blossoms. Tim pear trees are
ila.
estimated
at
$1,600,000.
It
is
now
placed
running.
epidemic.
Will you take cholera in
Bill I*a«*ed — TIlMcellaneouN now
The Senate Committee on Constitutional oni the order of third reading, and tnaas the giving excellent promise, rare varieties yours?
Reference*.
Amendments has reported favorably a joint special order for next Wednesdayat 2:30 p. m. being already perfectly white. The
Liiranto, May 21, 1881.
In Leadville, when an actor fails to
resolutionto increase the salines of Circuit A test vote to-day showed 48 for and 25 against same may lie said of cherries, of both
The Ontonagon ami Lrule River railroad laud Judges from $1,500 to $2,500 per year, and it the bill
sweet and sour varieties.Apples, so respond to an encore, the audience give
Satubdat,May 21.— Seuti.— The Senate
is now on the general order. It is thought it
grant in one among the matters of legislation
far as obsened, are not injured by the emphasis to the coll by opening firo ou •
will pass, and, if so. that the people will adopt was not in session.
•that has called out as much discussion os any it, the same propositionlacking only a few
frosts. This is the off-year for apples, the scenery with revolvers. This generHorst.— In the House the following Senate
other one item of proposed legislationthis ses- hundred of having been adopted in 1878.
and ordinarily there would be almost no ally brings the flushed, triumphant star
bills passed : Establishinga Board of Health
The
Senate
tabled
resolutions
of
sympathy
sion. It has tilled legislative halls and hotels
crop; but the trees are astonishingev- smilingly to the footlights. — Argo.
with President Gartieldin his trouble with in Detroit ; amending section 7,181, relative to erybody this year by putting out a show
Dampening: Old Twiggs— “Hello,
with interestedlobbyists ever since the session
Conkling.
the punishment of fraudulentdebtors; for reJones, got your feet sopping wet, haven’t
opened in January. They have explainedtheir
RepresentativeWyckofFs bill to restore cap- constructing skylights in the new Capitol The ofiblossoms. We have this from parties
cause tu all who would listen, and yet the av- ital punishment came near passing in the Ontonagon ana Brule River Land-Grant bill who can be entirelv relied upon, and you? Why don’t you wear rubbers, as I
erage outsider who does uot live in the Upper House on the 18th, the vote standing yeas 15, will come np on its final passage Wednesday. who have been over the field extensively. do?
haven’t wet
feet in six
Peninsula, or own property there, is not able nays 35. The vote was reconsideredand some Friends of the bill aro making strong efforts to
In grapes, the staple varietieshere— the months.” Jones — “Well, I should think
to grasp the length and breadth, the height think that it will yet pass.
secure the requisite two-thirds vote.
Hartfords, Concords and Delawares— you’d be ashamed to say bo.''— Harvard
-and depth of the question in all its bearings
The Senate resolution to fix npou June 4 as
Moxday, May 23.— Senate.— No business be- are in good condition, so for as observa- Lamjxxjn.
upon the company that proposes to build the the day for final adjournment was taken from
road and take the graut. the canal company the table on the 17th and adopted by the Sen- yond mere routine was done at the evening tions have been ; the Concords are not at
Professor (to student who writes,
that claims to be entitled to the giant and those ate by a vote of 23 yeas and 2 nays. The session of the Senate.
all injured ; the Delawares have suffered not for the masses, but for the educated
who claim to bo homesteadersand settlers. House spent an hour of two in trying to conHouse.— The following Senate bills were some, but will have a full crop left. The few)- “You should write so that the
The bill has been discussed for three days in cur in the resolution, and finallymade its furthe House, has dually passed the committee of ther consideration a special order for the 24th. passed : To require Justices of the Peace to enormous fruit resources of Michigan most ignorant of your audience can untnu whole with some amendments, and now the It is thought by many that the House wall be make reporta to prosecutingattorneys in crim- were never displayed to better advant- derstand all yon can say.” Student
vote is to be taken on its liual passage on the obliged to extend the tune another week, makinal cases ; in reference to a crier for the Su- age than by this showing, after passing (puzzled)— “What part of my production,
25th mat. The bill is in the interest of the' ing it June 11.
preme Court ; relative to Circuit Court Com- through the recent terribly severe win- is not clear to you, sir?”
railroadcompany, and there is good reason to
The bill appropriating$100,000 for another missioners ; for the payment of interest on edter. —Kalamazoo Telegraph.
A gentleman has started a cafe just
suppose that it will pass.
insane asylum, spoken of last week as having ucational funds, and to repeal section 3,477;
Another much-discussedproposition is the
oppositea cemetery. Ho dedicates his
passed the Senate, being reconsideredand ta- amending the law in reference to the transfer
UNIOK-DEPOT BILL.
The Official Count*
llied. was finallytaken up and again passed on
house to “those coming from funerals,”
of insane soldiers to Kalamazoo asylum ; for
which is being pushed by James F. Joy, the en- the 18th by a vote of 24 yqas and 2 nays. /
the relief of indigent blind scholars attending
The
Board
of State Canvassers have aud announces on his sign: “Private
tire Board of Trade of Detroit, and many
Both houses have passed the bill for the ro- the Michigan School for the Blind. ' House
prominent men of the city and State, and ojp pnlilicationand disposition of 80,000 copies of bills: In reference to township Boards of concluded their duty in regard to the rooms for all who desire to weep by
themselves. Wines aud liquors of the
posed by a company organized a few days ago “ Robertson’sMichigan in the War," no much
Health ; repealing the laws for payment of spring elections in Michigan, with the
calling itself the Transit Railway Company,” petitioned for by soldiers and others all over
very host.”— Paris Letter.
bounties to volunteers ; and regulatingappeals
composed of Bela Hubbard, his brother-m-law, the State. Every soldier can now have a copy
following result : The count for Reprefrom Probate Courts.
Alden, of the New York Times, says
King, his son, Representative Hubbard, within the next year.
sentative in Congress in the Seventh that the man who wishes to break off
John Atkinson, and one or two others,
The Governorhas signed the Liquor Tax
districtshowed 4,230 plurality for John
the habit of smoking should postpone
who claim to Inve organized their company for bill and it's now a law.
MICHIGAN NEWS.
T. Rich aud 3,147 clear majority. For
the purpose of building a transit railway along
the lighting of his firat cigar five min... The Senate exhausted its orders and adtho river fruut for a low miles m order that i journed from Friday noon until Moudav evenThe twenty-first annual conventionof Justice of the Supreme Court, Isaac utes each day. In this way the hour
other railroads of the State may get their busi- 1 ingi but t..e Senate has been doing some work the Michigan State Sabbath School As- Marston has 5-4,706plurality over A. C. for beginning to smoke will be gradunos* to and from the manufactoriesaud ware- j
Obsekvee.
Baldwin and 7,803 clear majority. For ally put off until after he has gone to bed
sociation will he held in the Plymouth
houses along the river. The union-depot side
M. E. church, at Adrian, June 7, 8 Regents, James F. Joy has 54,914 and and got to sleep.
of the question claim that the so-called transit
Austin Blair 52,419 plurality. The total
company do not intend to build a road, but to
and
9.
MIC HIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Lesson iu natural philosophy:“Which
vote is 247,069, being 106,112 less than
aim ply block and obstruct the depot scheme.
is the more delicate sense, feeling or
Kelley,
Rathborne
&
Co., of ChicaThey therefore ask the Legislatureto allow
Movdat, May II. — SnuTE.— Th* Senate go, have purchased of Whitney & Stinch- at the Presidentialelection in Novem- sight?” asked a professor. ‘ “Feeling,”
them to condemn the l#nds belongingto Hubber ; but the Prohibitionvote is 11,660
convened
thii evening with a quorum present, field, of Detroit,45,000,000 feet of pine
responded a student. “Give a proof of ,
hard and King, through which they must pass
larger than at that time. The footings
to get to tho'sitewhere it is proposed to build The House bill amending the charter of the logs. This is the largest sale ever reit, with an example.” “Well, my
'
the union depot, and nay them all their land village of Utica was reconsideredand recom- ported by one firm in one purchase on for the entire State, excepting Isle Roy- can feel his moustache, but nobody else val e county, not returned,are as follows:
is worth, not twice as much, as they usk them mitted ; also, House bill relative to plate glas**,
oan see it,” resi>ondedthe student.
the lake.
JUSTICE OF THK SUPREME COURT.
to do, as it iw claimed. The railroad commit- accident, steam boiler and fidelityinsuranoe.
Iaoac Muraton, Republican ..................
127,436 Columbia College Spectator.
tees of the two houses have hold several meetMrs.
Margaret
Dudgeon,
of
Oscoda,
Horst.— There was no quorum of the House
AurusIuhC. Baldwin, Democrat .............72,730
ings of late, aud both sides have presented
A famous surgeon advises one of his
celebrated her 100th birthday lately, John B. Shipman,Greenback ................83,256
their case through their ablest speakers, and present Pending a call for the arrest of
having
been
born
in Monaghan county, Charles G. Hyde, Prohibition................12,774 patients to undergo an operation.“Is it
tlie end is not yot.
members absent without leave, the House adJ. Mar*ton (MaiUHtee Co.) ...................
103 very severe?” asks the patient “Not for
Ireland, May 5, 1781. The occasion was
HENXTOBUL APPOBTION'MENT.
A. C. Baldwin(ManUtee) ....................
299
journed.
improved by Mrs. D.’a many friends Austin C. Baldwin (Chippewa) ...............31'J the patient,” says the doctor; “we pal
The Senate has just passed a bill for the apTuesday,May IT.— Seiutx.— A concurrent who called to congratulate her on the AURUidlne Baldwin (Crawford) .............. 13 him to sleep; but very hard on the operportionmentoi Senators m the State^Legislature
John P. Shipman (Saullso) ..................26
under the coin. us of 1880, to correspondto the resolutionfor final adjournment Juno 4 was
important event, and present her many JamoH B. Shipman (Muskegon) .............. 10 ator.” “ How so?” “ We suffer terribly
one recently p:#»ed by the same house regardadopted by the Senate, but not acted upon by tokens of their esteem. Mrs. Dudgeon Charles C. Hyde (Muskegon) .................61 from anxiety. Just think, it only sucing Representatives.It divides the State into
Scattering ...................................
52 ceeds once in a hundred times.”
the same number of districts as now (the con- the House. Resolutions of respect were adopt- is the mother of thirteen children
nKORNTR or THK UNlVKRHITT.
ed
in
memory
of
the
late
John
N.
Ingersoll,
stitution hmitng the number to thirty-two) as
Happy is the uneducated man, for
127,532
The two Gratiot county lads who James F. Foy, Republican ...................
follows:First District, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, formerly a State Senator. Senate bills were
Austin Blair, Republican ....................
126,617 naught does he know of perheliona,
struck
out
in
search
of
adventures
some
Goo. V. N. Lotbrop, Democrat ................
73,318
Eleventh and Thirteenth wards of Detroit : passed: To provide for the sale of State tax
planets, etc. He might hear that JupiSecond District, First, Second, Third, Fourth, lands; amending the law relative to the State days ago wore found camped in the woods Kerry Frallck. Democrat ...................74,198
Reform Schools. House bills: Amending the not far from home. They were waiting Charles J. Wlllitt, Greenback ................32,603 ter had bonnoed into Mars and knocked
Sixth and Eighth wards of Detroit ; Third DisDavid Parsons, Greenback ........ . ..........32,749 the stuffing out of him, and he would
trict. Tenth aud Twelfth wards of Detroit, laws relative to booming companies ; amending for some other boys to join them with
laaao w. McKee ver, Prohibition.. ..........13,206
apij townshipsof Plymouth, Canton, Van the laws relative to mechanics’co-operative as- arms and ammunition, when the whole Edward C. Newell, Prohibition..............12,848 peacefullyremark: “Them
niggers
Bufeu, Sumpter, Huron. Romulus, Nankin, j somtions: reorganizingthe Michigan lustiti
Scattering .................................
788 is alius a flghfin’, ” and never think
party
were
to
set
out
for
Clare
aud
from
Livonia,Bedford, Dearborn, Taylor, Browns- t,on for Educating the Deaf aud Dumb; rehThe votes for Circuit Judges were can- anything more about the matter. “Where
there go to Northern Michigan and
town, Mongiiacor.Eeorse and Spriugwells. and '
1110 delivery of gram by railroad corathe Citv of Wvaudotte; Fourth, oouutv of ! Panie*- The bill prohibitingthe carryingof amass a fortune in limiting and fishing. vassed and the votes returned from ignorance, etc. "—Evansville Argus.
Washtenaw ; Fifth, eouulv of Monroe ; Sixth, | keroseneor inflammabie oils in quantities in The failureof a 10-year-old recruit to get Monroe county for “ Chuuncey N. JosA cm* woman recently sent a letter to
liu” were given to Chauncey Joslin. to a friend iu a farming town asking the
county of Lenawee ; Seventh, county of Jack- passenger railroad trains, was lost. A concurhis boots, which were locked up in his
son ; ’ Eighth, county of Caiboun ; Ninth, rent resolm ion was offered by Mr. Billings,inwhom they rightfully belonged. The number of eggs a hen would lay in a
dorsing the action aud position of President father’s granary,led to a delay in start- following is a list of the Judges, with
counties of Hillsdale and Branch ; Tenth,
day. She knew, she said, that they
counties of Kalamazoo and St. Joseph
Garfield in the matter of Federal appointments, ing the expeditionand to the discovery
number of circuit and postofilcead- would lay a dozen or more, but she
Eleventh, counties of Berrien and Caas; Twelfth, and taking ground against the course of United of the young brigands.
dress :
counties of Van Bureu and Allegan; Thirteenth, States .Senator Conkling. On motion of Mr.
wished to learn the exact number, ns
Auditor General Latimer and At1. Andrew Howell, Adrian.
counties of Eaton and Barry; Fourteenth,connAmbler the resolution was laid on the table.
eggs were very high, and she thought
torney General Van Riper have returned
2. Andrew J. Smith, Cafiaopolw.
ties of Ingham and Clinton: Fifteenth, county
considerablemoney might be made by
House. —In the House, business was confined
3. F. W. H. Chambers, Detroit.
of Oakland; Sixteenth, counties of Macomb and
from Washington, where they hod been
keeping u hen.
4. O. T. Gridley, Jackson.
Lapeer;Seventeenth,county of St. Clair; Eigh- to woik in committee of the whole.
to complete the transfer of the Sault Ste.
5. Frank A. Hooker, Charlotte.
teenth, comities of Sanilac and Huron; NineIt is said that women in boardingWednesdat,May 18.— Senate.— The Senate Marie canal to the General Government.
G. W. W. Stickney, Lapeer.
tot nth, county of Genesee: Twentieth,counties
houses are proverbially troublesome and
passed
House
bills for the taxation of telegraph A copy of the deed, together with other
7. Wm. Newton, Flint.
of Livingston and Shiawassee;Twenty-first,
dissatisfied
most opprobrious
8. V. H. Smith, Ionia,
counties of ioma and Montcalm;'!weuty-secoud, aud telephone companies,aud revising the High- documents, had been forwarded to the
observation
which
his landlady is
9.
A.
J.
Mills,
Paw
Paw.
comity of Kent; Twenty-third,counties of Otta- way laws, and the Senate bills apportioning national capital several weeks ago by
10. C. H. Gage, Saginaw.
wa and Muskegon; Twenty-fourth,comities of j Senatorsin the State Legislature,aud appro- Gov. Jerome, but on arrival of the Michever known to level at a paying male
11. J. H. Hteere, Sault Ste. Marie.
Gratiot, Isabellaand Midland; Twenty-fifth, priating $400,000for a new insane asylum.
boarder is that he is as “fussy as a
igan officialsthey found them pigeon12. W. D. Williams, Marquette.
county of Saginaw; Twenty-sixth,comities of
woman."
The highest eulogy which she
Horst.— The Auditor General returned sta- holed in the office of the Secretary of
13. J. O. Ramsdell,Grand Traverse.
Mason, Lake, Newaygo and Oceana; Twentycan pass upon a favorite female boarder
14. F. J. Russell, Hart
seventii,counties of Mecosta.Osceola, Wexford tistics of the liquor trafficshowing that in the War. They succeeded in disposing of a
is that “she makes as little trouble as a
15. R. R. Pealer, Throe Rivers.
and Manistee; Twenty-eighth, counties of year 1880 a total of 3,700 liquor dealers paid three-months’ stock of red tape, and
16. II. W. Stevens, Port Huron.
man.”
Grand Traverse, Benzie. Leelauaw, Manitou. taxes amountingto $487,563.59.The Senate completed the business in two days. A
17. R. M. Montgomery, Grand Rapids.
Antrim. Charlevoix,Kalkaska. Missaukee ana
A house painter who is at work on a
full deed of the canal property was for18. Hanford M. Green, Bay City.
Emmet; Twenty-ninth,counties of Cheboygan, resolutionfor final adjournment June 4 was
scaffold three stories from the ground
19. J. B. Judkins,Horsey.
Presque Isle, Montmorency,Alpena. Otsego, made the special order of next Tuesday. The warded to Washingtonby the Governor,
falls from it upon the sidewalk, where
20. D. J. Arnold, Allegau.
Crawford,Oscoda, Alcona, Iosco, Gladwin, following House bills passed : Organizing the and the canal is now in the hands of the
21. Henry Hart, Midland City.
he lies limp and apparently lifeless. A
Roscommon, Clare aud Ogemaw; Thirtieth, Twenty-sixth judicial circuit;amending the General Government.
22. Chauuoey Joslin, Y pail anti.
counties of Bay and Tuscola;Thirty-first,coun- laws relative to trespass on cranberry marshes
crowd of benevolentfolks surround him
The Lansing Republican prints a
23. J. B. Tuttle, Alpena.
ties of Marquette, Menominee, Delta, Schooltill his pulse returns aud bis eyelids be24. Levi L. Wixson, Lexington.
comparativetable showing die total
craft, Chippewa and Mackinaw; Thirty-second,
gin to flutter, when a good Samaritan
25.
C.
B.
Grant,
Houghton.
counties of Houghton, Ontonagon,’ Baraga,
number of liquor dealers and the amount
places a glass of water to his lips. The
Keweenaw and Isle Royal.
of Michigan in the War;" revising the drainage of tax collected from them in this State
sufferer(feebly) — “How many storieshaa
THE HIGHWAY BILL, .
laws; relative to sales of real estate; Senate for the years 1879 and 1880. This does
before alluded to in these letters,being “ a bill bills relative to corporationsfor the construc"Uncle Tom’s Cabin” In the South. a fellow to fall in this ward before he gets
to revise and consolidatethe laws relating to tion of canals and harbors; amending section not include Delta county, the same not
brandy, dura ye?”
A recent attempt to render the play,
the establishment,
opening, improvementand 6,057, relative to Circuit Courts In chancery:to having been returnedfor 1880 ; but there
maintainingof highways, and the building, re- facilitatethe collection of damages for tres- were thirty-foursaloons in that year Uncle Tom's Cabin at Atlanta, Georgia,
Excess of Fat*
pairing and pt eservation of bridges within this passes on lands; appropriating$10,000 that
is reported os follows: “While the Juagainst thirty-three in 1879 :
Mate," lias finallybeen disused of by its pas- Michigan may be properly representedat the
HPIBITCOD8 LIQUOR.
Dr. George Johnson’s diet for excess
bilee Singers were gathered upon the
sage by the Benate on the 18th.
1879.
1880.
celebration of the battle of Yorktown Oct 19
stage in the first act of Uncle Tom's of fat : The patient may eat : Lean
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
Wholesre
dealers
..........
33
«J9
next
Tax paid ..... .............$13,133.83
%n,MM Cabin, they were saluted with a shower mutton and beef ; veal ; lamb ; tongue ;
The Ionia House of Correction investigation
Thubsday, May 19.— Senate.— The following Retaildcalom .............. 1,WJ
Q Ittl
is in full blast, aud is expected to occupy sevoi unhealthy hen fruit, by bummers in sweetbread ; soups, not thickened ; beef
$3.16,951.110
$292,293.80
eral days yet. While the committee has as yet
House bills passed : AuthorizingOntonagon Tax psld ..................
Total dealers ............. 1,958
2,233 the gallery. Despite the frautic efforts tea and broths; poultry; game; fish;
made no report, nor' even returned from Ionia, cwmty to borrow 535.000 to build bridge, across Total tax pnid ............. $3T0,088'20 $303,960.46 at dodging the actor who personated cheese ; eggs ; bread, in moderation ;
MALT AND UHKWKD LIQUORS.
“Uncle Tom” wa« smitten full in the greens ; spinach ; watercress ; mustard
' th. Ontonagon river ; organizing the TwentyWholcAtle dealers .........
41
face.
The lion in his nature at once and cress ; lettuce ; asparagus ; celery ;
port of Warden Grafton, aud to outsidersit ninth judicial circuit ; establishinga Boird 0
Tax paid ............... /. $4,789.77 $3,406.82
1,906
seems as though some of the charges of missprang to the surface and advancing to radishes ; French beans ; green peas ;
Police and Fire Commissionersin Grand Rapid*. Retail dealers ..............
$103,644.37 $76,605.15
management aud neglect on his part have been The Committee on Harbor Improvetpents re- Tax paid ..................
Brussels sprouts; cauliflower; onions;
Manufacturers ............
116 the front of the stage he fiercelydared
sustainedby the testimony.
ported adversely on the Benats bills in reference Tax paid ..................$9,011.25 $8,270.00 the man who threw that egg to a fair broccoli ; sea-kale ; jellies, flavored but
The House has uot yet had the vote on sus- to the lars relating to the booming and raft- Totai dealers and manufactfight right there. The gallery rat did not sweetened ; fresh fruit in moderatabling or overriding the Governor’sveto on ing of logs. '
urers ....................
2,068
the Howell Compilationbill, and it is supposed
Tax paid ..................
$117,475.39 $88,281.06 not squeal. Quite a number of the tion, without sugar or cream ; pickles.
House.— The bill to compel steam vessels
GRAND totals.
that the friends of the bill are keeping it back
May not eat : Fat bacon and ham ;
dork performers were stricken, and the
4,296
as long os possible in hopes to secure the missuavigaUng the waters of the Stats to provide Dealerssnd manufacturers.
“Eliza” of the evening was so aston- fat of meat; butter ; cream ; sugar ; peTax
paid ..................
$387,563.69
$392, 24 1.52
ing vote<) that it would seem cannot be had spark arrester1 on their smoke stacks, etc., was
ished and dismantled by a plump blow totoes; carrots; parsnips; beet root;
when wanted to pass it over the veto. Very
Michigan Grand Oommandery cf
many measures can get u majority that fail for passed on third reading. Ths day was spent Knights Templar has elected the follow- in the neck that she left the stace with rice ; arrowroot ; sago ; tapioca ; macaall possible speed. The police bagged roni; vermicelli;semolina; custard;
want of the two-thirds vote.
in discussingth* bill conferring the Con- ing officersfor the ensuing year :
The House on the 19th passed the Senate gressional land grant in the Upper Peninsula
the egg-throwers, the curtain dropped, pastry and pudding of ail kinds ; sweet
Grand Commander— Geo. W. Chandler,Lan- the play ended and the disgusted but cakes.
hill appropriating
$10,000 -to pay the expenses upon the Ontonagon and Brule River Railroad
of Michigan’spart in the Yorktown celebration
Company. Speeches “in favor of the sinii.
May drink : Tea; coffee ; cocoa from
amused audience dispersed. The proby 65 yeas to 3 nays.
bill were made
Representative. Deputy Grand Commander— Chas. E. Grisnibs, with milk, bnt without cream or
ceeding
is
strongly
condemned
by
the
aon,
St.
John*.
’ Now that the session is so far advanced, the
Turnbull and Gorman. It was opposed
agar ; dry wines of any kind, in moderGrand Generalissimo—Jesse E. Saxton,De- community.”
job of keeping the members together is no
Representative. Earl* and Kinn*.
small one, and it is becoming a common occur- 'the full consideration of the bill was not com- troit
The play, however, was differentlyre- tion ; brandy, whisky, or gin. in modGrand Captain General— Eugene Robinson,
rence to have a call of the House— as many as
pleted, but it will be taken up again, action
ceived at Rome, Georgia. The account eration, without sugar; light bitter
two in a day— in the House, but the Senators Having gone no further than th# discussion of Detroit.
beer; Apollinariswater; soda water;
Grand Senior Warden— Heman N. Moore, says: “Tbe reception the company
| have had but one thus far during the sesaiou.1 the mem. of the measure. Th* majority of
seltzer water.
playing
Uncle
Tom's
Cabin
received
Gland
Rapids.
The House Rome days ago .passed a bill “to the Committee on Printing reported in favor of
May not drink : Milk, except spars Grand Junior Warden— R. A. Hall, Cold- here at Rome convinced us that the
prohibit charivariparties, and prescribethe
a bill to elect a compiler and publish a new
water.
pun hhraent therefor,” but the Senate yesteringly;
porter and stout; sweet ales;
people
of
the
South
have
passed
bevond
edition of the compiled law*. The minorityef
Grand Treasurer— H. Shaw Noble, Monroe.
<iay “sot down " on it— 18 to 11. It is stated,
rule, alcoholic
repiningfor the dead past The large sweet wines.
the committee take ground in favor of the parGrand Recorder— Wm. P. Inuis, Grand Rapon good authority, that such foolishattempts
audience of intelligent whites that sat liquors should be taken very sparingly,
chase of Judge Howell's work as th* best, ids.
to be smart on the part of young men as this
speediest and cheapestmethod for the State te
Grand Standard-nearer—John R. Burnett, through the performance, greeting the and never without food.
bill sought to prohibit have been the occasion of
pursue to obtain copies of th* general laws.
acton with applause when they deserved
Muskegon.
at least ono or two murders in ourtitate during
Grand Sword-bearer— W. B. Lawrence, Kala- it, and their stillness while “ Uncle Tom”
Hie past year.
Friday, May 20. — Senate. — Th# Senate
mazoo.
Early in the week the House uassed a bill
received a thrashing, contrasted strongly
passed the following House bills : To amend
HUiub Pomp," said OoL M. to a
Grand Warder— Thos. H. Williams.Jackson.
appropriating$25,000 for frescdiigand decowith
the jollity of the full gallery of col- tonnes slave, “I hear that eome of you
section I of act No. 187, laws of 1875, proGrand Sentinel—Alex. McGregor, Detroit
rating ti;e Capitol This work has not been
ored people and their guffaws while the darides down on the low«r place are afdone Itefore,as it was desirable that the walls viding forth# incorporationof manufacturAn experiencedfruit grower brings to
whip was laid to “ Unde Tom’s ” back.” flictedwith the itch.”
nhonld liecome thoroughlyseasoned before it ing companies; to amend section 1.624, our office buds from the fruit trees of
“Bein’ as it’s you, bcee," replied old
was begun. In view of the enormous appro- compiled laws, to regulate express compathis section, which colls for a modifiIt is oompited that, linos ths bsfin- Pompey, hesitatingly, “I mus confess
nies and their agents, uot incorporatedunder
pi iation* already made this session, the Senate
Committee on Appropriationsand Finance cut the laws of this State and doing business cation of the suppositionwhich has pre- ning of ths century, fifty-eightattempts del is Lewd has seed fit to afflick us dst
•vithin its borders; to amend the village char- vailed for some time, that there was no
the figures down to 810,000 and limited the
have been mads on ths lives of sover- war, far s fao’."
work to the Governor’s rooms, the main cori- ter of Union City. The bill to providefor 30,- prospectfor a crop. Among them were eigns and Presidentsof republics,of
“Ah I Doing anything for it?”
dor, etc., thinking that the work 0()0 copies of “ Michigan in the War," and tbe several sprigs of peach, fairly well filled
which sine have succeeded, the pro“Yes, sah; oh yes, sab 1”
could thus be commenced now and another bill to protect brakemen on railroads, were dewith blossoms and strong buds. If the portion of Presidents killed being, as
appropriation made for the balance of the work
feated. The House bill to freeoo and decorate
at the next session. Even at that figure the the new Capitol wo« reconsideredand laid on theory which has been accepted for compared to crowned heads, four to
“Why, we— er— we am soratohin’ fez
bill only received 15 votes for to 10 againstit,
years among fruit growers that a temper- five.
theUbla.
Ofl

I

some Senatoruarguingthat this could wait better than gome other thiiigathat money muflt be

fitg lxtm>
I
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People who may reside at so great a

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

UCKEYC

conveniently come to the city, can avail them-

and Henry Ebmeyer

have commenced the manufacture of lath
in their mill at

dis-

tance from Grand Rapids that they cannot

Saturday, May 28. 1881.
Theodore Castor

'

selves of the most extensive and varied stock

Salem. Allegan Co., Mich.

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,

They are now doing good business, as we
are informed. Their average cut of lum.

day. They

her is about 20,000 feet per

have

built an adition to receive

DRY GOODS

machinery

for the manufacture of shingles, which

HARVESTER & BINDER,
FOR SALE BY

will be in operation in a short time.

The
Cigars

at

(15-tf) E.'S.

F. H. "WILlt/IS,

AND

finest Soda Water, Candies and

Danoremond’s.

CARPETINGS

Housecleanen Attention
You can now purchase anything you
want in that line, at the Drug Store of Dr.
Wm. Van Pullen, cheaper than ever before. Come and try us!
Wm. Van Putten, M. D.
!

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND. MICH.
(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

of every description to be found in Michigan,

l.V2w

simply by writing us. Samples of nearly

all

fcathjs.

kinds of goods can be sent by mail.

NBKUKEN—

On Tuesday,the 17th Inst;, Jacobs
Lens, wife of Mr. N. Necrkcn, and daughterof
Johannes and QerritdinaElenbaas,at Oraafschup. Mich., at the age of S8 years, 7 months

All orders strictly attended to,

and 20 days.

and any

goods sent, not satisfactory, can be returned,
Jpvcrtiscments.

A fine assortment of

all

and the money paid

kinds of

will be

refunded.

Dress Goods.
full line

same

for the

Spring

& Company,

of~*-“

SHAWLS, HARDWARE!

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.
R

W. U. JOSL1N,

B.

BEST

This Machine is stronger, runs easier,is easier managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

aud

is less

complicated

A largo assortment of

SILKS

IRJIBIBOHS.
A full line of Hosiery, Skirts and
ment of white shirts, etc.
— a^-A full line

BOOTS

a

nice assort-

We

THRESHER

arc now ready for the Spring Trade and have
on hand a large supply of

Spring Harrows,

Champion Grain

of^—

Vibrcttor.

Drills,

Mowers, Reapers,
Plows, Cultivators,

SHOES

and

NEW MODEL

A BEST,

JOSLIN

AND

Aud everything else of that chancier.

We have

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

Eastern Salt at Bottom
A

full line

of

Prices.

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES
a

FERTILIZER

-A.1TD
and

completelino of

GROCERIES

For Wheat, Corn, Oats, Rye, Barley, or any
other crop, Tree, Plant, or Flower.

anything ever before used.

8TEKETEE.

$1,000

'—•—''All this at

^

Canada. _
IfANCER CURED (J
CoatlCoati-

cook. P. Q.

The only permanentCure In the world. [For
iFor parparenclose two 3 cent stamps to
S. C.

SMITH, Coatlcook,

P. Q., Canada.

(Any paper can publish this
note and paper sent

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and warranted.
We inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids,and all our old and new
friends in and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall bu happy to see them at any
time.

Near the Cur.

at a

South Division

Consumes the least fuel, Is the most easily
handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
digging or leveling,can be fired up the quickest,
has the most perfect draft, has the best spark arrester,is the strongest and best Engine made; is
the handsomest,is the safest.

FARMERS

Is the most effective and succesilullcombination
for saving and cleaning grain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain and
seeds, ready for market. Noclog^ng, no choking,
easy to feed. Fast, durable. econuMicaland profitable. We claim and insist upon it that the new
Model, when properly handled,will do cleaner
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean more
seed, aud show a greater net profit for both farmer
and thresher than any other machine made.

BUY THEM.

“Don’t Yon Forget It.”

ST.
St.,

They act like a charm on the
UrinaryOrgans, Kidnoysand

43-ly

YOUNG MEN

Liver, restoring lost vigor,

PILLS.

and curing nervous debility,
Will not only save money but valuable time in the
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mall. Lafuture by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
dl s’ Rubber Fountain Syringe. IS. by mail, sealed;
of
College,
where they will receive a thorough, quickA o all kinds Rubber Goods lor Ladies and GentleOTATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for men, a book on Lost Manhood Regained, cause ening, practical education.Send for College
29-ly
the County of Unawa.— In chancery.
and cure. 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 2H1
Washington Street Chisago
41-lv
PIETER N
1
Complainant,

Order

O

great expense.

Publication.

ANNA

T.

M.

[

NOuKMAN.

Defendant.

Our lineof Shelf Hardware

Journal.

HI.

GORMAN,

Suit pendingin the Circuit Court for the County
Ottawa, in chancery, at the c:ty of Grand Haven,
in sain county, on the twenty-ninth
day of March,
:$
A. D. 1881.
In this cause It appearing from affidaviton file,
Also s good supply of
that the defendant, Anna T. Noorman.is not a resident of this Slate, but lesldea in the Empire of
Germany, Europe, on motion of Samuel L. Tate,
complainant'ssolicitor, it is ordered that the said
which gives universal satisfaction.
defendantAnna T. Nooimau.cause her appearance to be entered herein, within seven mouths
FOR
from the date of this order, and in case of her apWe also have on hand a full line of
pearance that she cause her answer to the complainant's bill of complaintto be filed, and a cjpv
the Throat amt
the;eof to be served on said complainant’e solicitor. within twenty days after service on her of a
copy of said bill and notice of this order; and that
*n dlwases tbp pul*
in default thereof, said bill be taken as confessed
monary organs a safe
by the said non-resident defendant.And It is furami reliable remedy is
ther ordered that within twenty days the said cominvaluable. A Yin's
plainant cause a notice of this order to be pubCherry Pectoral ih
lished in the Holland City Nkws, a newspaper
printed, published and circulating in said county,
such a remedy, and no
and that such publicationhe continued therein
otheraocmiuently merat least once iu each week for six weeks in sneits the confidenee of
cession.or that he cause a copy of this order to
the public. It is a scibe personally served on said non-resident defendentific combinationof
Thanking our customers for their patronage in ant at least twenty days before the time above
the medicinal priuci- the past and hoping for a continuance ot the same, prescribed for her appearance.
ples and curative vir- we remain yours,
DAN J. ARNOLD. Circuit Judge.
tues of the finest drugs,
Samcel L. Tate, VmpUiinanl't solicitor.
C. MELTS.
A true copy, Attest,Georgs D.Tuunkk.
i chemicallyunited, of
Hollar:*,
12-8ir.
10-7
Regitter.
_ Hitch power as to insure
of

complete.

BARBED FENCE WIRE,

THE BEST REMEDY
Dlseaseyf

of

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880.

You can find an extra large assortment of the
best and finest farmers’implements,which we
can afford io sell cheaper than those who devote
all their time 10 It, aud drive around the country

As made by the most eminent scholars of England
and America Half the price of Corresponding
English Edition. Large type, linen Biiper-calcndered paper, elegant binding. A separate“ Comprehensive Historyof the Bible and its Translations,’’ including a full account of the New Revision, given to subscribers.
Best chance for agents everoffered.Send stamp
for particularsat once.
-•2-fiw Th» Henry BUI PubUnhlng Co-, Norvieb,Conn.

MONROE

No. 132

Holland, Michigan.

NEW REVISION,
NEW TESTAMENT.

MONITOR ENGINE.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

-iEl
for $0 per year, with

regularly.) 1-ly

this

C-AHSTTOILT

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

ticulars

J3T Corea Swift and. Certain.

A-IjETR-S IN'

the—'-—

FORFEIT!! Hardware Store

Immix
Immix Cancer Cure Depot,

DE

Clocks,

For Gardening it surpasses

Always on band at
P. 8c A.
Holland. May. 18th, 1881.

mm

The Black Bone Dust Phosphate

pound and upward.

QTARTLINC

O

Van Landegend

J.

DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A victim of youthful imprudencecansing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manbooa, etc.,
having tried in rain every known remedy,has discovered a simple self cure, which ho will send FREE
to his fellow-sufferen,
address J. H.
43 Chatham M., N. Y.
1-ly

BEEVES,

Copper.Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber

and steam fitter;does all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves repaired and put up, etc., etc. Inquireat the Hardware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

INTER

Ilf
,°'uo‘>H( 9,IEI-9 iiiesxYES,of which I
I t U n,1lte BuckeyePile Olntmcut.Warrrr.tciUD
cur* hlo. Aililreu wilh itauip, Or. J.N.T.bltr.SL
l ouO. M*.

VVnll

Lies,

JIVF

Glass, Faints, Oils,
ETC., ETC., ETC,

iiXEaivO

Come

in and trade to your
advantage.
O

w

Mich.
WM.

the greatest possible
\wJi efficiency aud uniform-

Dir/^TADCIT ity of results. It strikes

k£Aj 1 Vfkriii.

aj

foundation of all

pulmonary diseases, affordingprompt relief

DR. A. G.

and rapid cures, and is adapted to patients of
any age or either sex. Being very palatable,
the voungest children take it readily. In

DUN,

JUST

RECEIVED
A very large stock of

CU(RES ]JEU(RALGIA AJ7Q 100TEACEE.
GU(BES J?EU(RALGIA AX® TO GTE AGEE.

201 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
A regular graduate of medicine, longer loented In
ordinaryCoughs. Colds, Sore Throat, Chicago than any olhersoeciulist. over 20 years
Bronchitis, Influenza,Clergyman’s successful praciico. Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Gleet,
rlcture. Orchitis.Rupture, and all Uriunry Dls
Sore Throat, Asthmu, Croup, and Ca- S
e cb. (Kidneys or Hlrr'iler,)Syphilitic or Mercutarrh, the effects of Aver s Cherry Pec- rial Affectionsof the Throat, Skin or Bonst, cur d
toral are magical, and multitudes are an- Sa ely, Priva ely. Spermatorrhea. Sexual DcbitLy,
nually preserved from serious illness by its resuMog fiom Sc’f-Abuse,Sexual Excesses or
timely and faithful use. It should be kept over b. din work, producing nervousness, seminal
at hand in every household for the pro- euiss'one,debility, dimness of sight defective
tection it affords in sudden attacks. In mi oory, physical decay, confusionof ideas and
re ideriug marriage improper, are perWhooping-cough aud Consumption Impoiency,
At the Ptore of
mancmly cured. Consultation at olfice or bv mail
there is no other remedy so efficacious, Free. Guide to Health, i stamps. Medicines
by all
tl.OO.
soothing,aud helpful.
smt by irall or express. Cures guaranteed.InLow prices are inducements to try some of c ’rnble c res not undertaken. Special attention G.
Go to D. R. MBINQR for Mrs. Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightnessand durability
the many mixtures,or syrups, made of chean to Diseases of Womc . Reliable Female Pills, $5
color they are uneqaaled. Color 8 to 5 lbs., price 15
and ineffectiveingredients, now offered, a box. XAttlAOE GUIDE, 273 pages, a hundred
which, as they contain no curaTive qualities, pen pic ures. Who ahou'd marry; Who not; Rea- The finest line of NECKTIES ever
can afford only temporary relief, aud are sons why; Physical U.e of man and woman; How
to be happy in the mr, led relation. The married
brought to Holland.
sure to deceive and disappoint the patient. f nd those conlempla :n^ marriage, shonld read
Diseases of the throat and lungs demand aid preserve it for refe.ence.Price, 50 cts, in
DRESS GOODS,
active and effective treatment ; and it is dan- Pc ta^e Stamps or Currency.
CASHMERES.
gerous experimentingwith unknown and
A.G.OLIN.M.D.,
’S’
201 South Clark St., Chicago.
DELAINES.
cheap medicines,from the great liabilitythat
these diseases may, while so trifled with,
GINGHAMS,
become deeply seated or incurable.Use
CALICOES,
Ayf-k's Cherry Pectobal, and you may
TABLE LINEN,
confidentlyexpect the best results. It is a

ASTHMA AND
DRY GOODS CURES
CURES ASTHMA AND
NOTIONS,

Hats and Caps,
VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

CATARRH.
CATARRH.

sr

Cures any kind of Lameness. -^1
t2T Cures any kind of Lameness, -j®

Sold

Druggists.

PRICE

_

50 cents and

cents.

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.
P
<

THU FINEST

Bonnets,

Wines and Liquors HANDKERCHIEFS
From the

iugredientawill allow. Eminent phynlcian8
knowing it* composition, prescribe it in tbeir
practice. The test of half a century baa
proven its absolute certaintyto cure all pulmonary complaintsnot already beyond the
reach of human aid.

Prepared by

Dr. J- C. Ayer

fc

Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Matt.
sou) by all dbvs gists evebtwbebi.

finest

Silk to the cheapest.

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes

The Best Cigars,
\

AND

-

Embroidery, Laces, Yarns,

A Good Lnneh
Can always be found

at the

HOSIERY, ETC.
Also a Full Line of

Hats,' Feathers,

JACKETS, CIRCULARS

PANS
' Silk

&

A

PARASOLS

IN

AND

flOLMAFS,

GREAT VARIETY.

Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

“ALHAMBRA,” Fresh

•

Joseph W. Kibler, Prop’r,
W ashisqton Street,
Q8AXD UA YES, (15-1
NICUIGXX.

m)

SILK A.ND HAIR GOODS.

Groceries

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G.

Van Putten A Sons.

Hollakd, March 55:

b,

1881.

L.

&

S.

VAN FENHOLLAND
BERGE,

eighth street

'V

The

crops are suffering for want of

Our

Our

oh 1 for a sprinkler.

young folks have taken

back riding. A

The weather has been

Miss

to horse-

the

town visitingfriends.

real nice pastime.

few days.

and making the grade
der Weyden, our popular
in

town on Thursday.

His P. O’s are boss.

fight over the loaves

and the

Rev. D.
pected

AUCTION & SEVERAL JOS LOTS.

annual Missionarysermon.

We

May

2(1, 1881:

Willey,

during the next 80 days

offer

a reduction of fully 25 per cent

on

The public are indebted to Dr. J. C.
Ayer & Co., not only for their standard
medicinal preparations, but also for im-

Mike proving the looks

Bush.

of the

community by

their incomparable Hair Vigor.

Wm. Verbeek,

We

York where

the Methodist Church to-morrow,

to give the

List of letters remaining in the postoffice at Holland, Mich.,

fishes.

at

C. Riehl, of Grandvllle, is ex-

easier.

Hyrum Sawyer, Mrs. Agues

The seat of the political war has been
moved from Washington to Albany. A

New

mors which need renewing.

a success.

The proprietors of the City Mills are
grading of Fish street is finished, repairingtheir roadbed leading from the
and the graveling will be commenced in street to the mil). They are gravelingit

cigar dealer, was

Having just arrived home from my second trip this season to
1 received some great bargaini from

ing from the size of the petition,
Considerable sidewalks are being reNinth street gravelingproject will be newed and repaired, but there are several

The

Van

OurBigBargainshaveArrived.

Judo

Carpenters, masons, painters, knlsominers and paper baneers are very busy.

Mr. H.

Clara Taylor, cf Saugatuck, is in

hot and rery dry

during the past ten days.

a

shade trees look prettier this Spring

than ever.

rain.

Dostt and dry—

i

\

P. M.

Married.— At Robinson, Mich., on

are requested by the Health officers

of this city, to call the attention of our

Dolmans, Walking Jackets,

May 20th, by Prof. Chas. Scott, Miss
Fanny C. Garrod and Mr. Frank B.

French and English and German Dress Goods and primary other goods too numerous
Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert left this Ao mention.
travelingin the Netherlands,writes that
We guarantee to show customers DRY GOODS of every description cheaper than
cleansing your yards, privies and out- city on the same date for their fulur^
his health is decidedly improving.He
ever before known to the trade.
houses. Tire necessity has appeared, and home, at San Marcial, New Mexico.

Alderman

J.

Kramer, who

is at present

citizensto the requirementof the law, of

calculates to be

home

by the 1st of July.

the law must be entorccd.

Don’t
G. Paul Smith and the Selden Concert

Company, of which we make mention

Mr. M. M. Fuller, of

New York

fail to read Steketee’s new adver-

a column

State, tisement. It would occupy

brother-in-law of Mr. Millard Harrington, space to describe the

many

elsewhere, will appear in this city, Tues- has purchased a piece of land, near Pine
of goods,— the necessary, useful and orday evening,June 14th, 1881, for one Creek, and intends to make it his future namental— and iu such vast quantities,
night only.
home. He will move bis family west in that we simply invite you to step in there
a few

Mr. Gecrt Albers, from the Netherlands,
to

grandson of

weeks. We bid a hearty welcome

deceased,is in the

city visiting relatives.

WURZBURG.

W.

COR-

OA3STA3L, <9c
f

m

Open every evening’ • th 4 Electric Lights, miking our
e in the evening
light as day. Exclusive Agency of the ce'ebratcd perfect flttlng Domoiflc
Fashions.
X3T Aty person buv-'og material amounting to IS or upwaru,will receive a patternfree of charge.

Pap

yourself and be convinced.

Once more making brooms. Mr.

We call the aiteuiioo of our readers to
the new railroad time-table. We have

Wm.

J. Scott has constructedthe necessary

keep

it

correct. Some trains have changed

in the

STEKETEE'S

manufacture of them, into business.

Decidedly the finest line of straw hats
considerablethis time, and new ones As this is an article of steady consumpwe have ever seen in this city can now be
arc put on, giving us still belter rail tion it seems that this business ought to
seen and is offered for sale at the store of
facilities.Look over the table carefully. be remunerativeand liable to extension.
G. Van Put ten & Sons. Besides many
Very good; push it!
other articles of which young men are
Just the thing in dry weather, and just
so fond— such as beautifulneckties, etc., the stimulantwhich most of the plants
Fishing in Black Lake and at the haretc.
need— is Floralis.This is a powder of bor never was so good as this year. On
which three tablespoonfulare to be dis- Thursday last Ben. Van Pullen and
Mr. R. Kuntera is making extensive im- solved in a gallon of water, twelve hours Clarence Hopkins went fishing, accomprovements around his residence. He before using. It is clean and odorless, and panied by two young ladies, and brought
left for Texas again on Tuesday lust, and is specially adapted for lawns, flower garhome 175 fishes, consisting of white bass,
on Wednesday two of our young men— dens, hot-house plants and house plants, black bass, lake herring, or ciscoes, and
E. Beecker and a young man by the name etc. This— floralis— is now for sale at lake perch, after throwing away more than
of Wolters— followed him to his southern Melia’ hardware store.
a hundred little ones. There are also a
scene of operations.May success attend

A newcomer, by the name of

Swart(

J.

was nearly killed at Roost’s brick yard on

great

still

season than ever before.

A

among us. Monday afternoon, by the caving in of a
the
of Mr. R. Van den clay bank. lie was rescued in a few

lingering

in

The

a third child died on

Friday morning. Best

The^ authorities have charge of the matter,

and are taking every precaution

to

prevent

contagion.

was

immediately summoned, and

treatedhim, and expresses the hope that he
will be all right in a

The foundering

To show how well Fixter’s stave factory

few days.

of the excursion

piers that one of our sailors caught

ing, June 14, by*“G. Paul

Victoria on the Thames river, near Lon-

Smith and

Selden Concert Company,”
following from

steamer

among

a

we

This

is

we can

whole party (which includes severalladies
see,

and read

carefully,

flawing heading, etc. This,
is

a

it is

claimed,

ntuch better average of work than has

been done before in
owner

is

this factory, and the

highly pleased with

it.

all considerations
for the safety

of passengers, and

it

is to be

hoped that a

Is the only sure cure for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic la necessary.Price, only 25
sale by all Durggista.Be^cente per bottle. Po
ware of counter e'ts.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

St.,
Now
GROCERY
IN

able correspondence.-Mr. Miedema has

made
to

gain

a decided

in flesh and

THE

NEW

for Parmers.

His best claim for fame should be based
that those responsiblefor this wholesale upon his power of versatility in his vocal
murder will be made to feel the heavy organism, which is certainly wonderful.—
hand of the law. That suc||an swful ac- Syracuse Courier.

DRY GOODS STORE

Our popular wagon manufacturer

C.STEETEE&BOS, J.

cident should occur in calm weather, and

how the Business Men's Association is

GRAND HAVEN

ITEMS.

some new enterprise.Well, we
Duncan Robertson has laid the keel for
to be enabled to tell you some
a
new steam barge, 156 feet long, for
good news: On Wednesday evening last
nearly all the subscribers met to consider parties here in the city, to be completed
during the summer.
the matter. The first ten days had expired,

®H..

ble

embracing all the

Talk about fairness, equity,

and

all

keep

cow. He

a

is too

poor.

It is the

mechanic, who can afford to take care of
them, that wants

to force the poor

man

to

build costly, unsightly fences to prevent the
destruction of his

compel someone

garden. Is

it fair— to

to build a costly fence to

help take care of your animaltf

no—

a

thousand times

any argument—
it

We

NO. And we

say
defy

make

or logical reasoner to

us! But then— ah! yes— this is
the relics of “ ancient dacency ”

clear to

one of
says Paddy.

feel

happy

and the plan had to be dropped, or, to be
placed on a better and broader basis, and
this is

what they did. They changed the

original purpose in so far, as to leave it to
the actual organiudcompany wfiat to

The

Circuit Court,

Better wagon in every

Call
latest

week, trying

a

land-title cases.

man-

ufacture; only unconditionalsubscription

The Board of Review

*C STEKETEE A BOS.
Hollaxd, Sept. 80th, 1880.

AND
Open and Top
ALSO

The new cheese factory at Drenthe is
doing first rate and the cheese la firstweek. class. The factory at Vriesland is also

growth supposed to be worth.
and development of our city. This is
Ouu attention was called by Mr. J. R. decidedly the wisest and fairest way to The large barge H. C. Akely left on
Wednesday afternoon on her first trip for
Kleyn to the handsome offer Messrs. A. G. solicit capital to invest; no loopholes, no*
Escanabe. She presented a beautiful apSpalding & Bros., of Chicago, dealers in corners, no Jealousy. Let the company,
pearanceas she moved slowly and maje sporting goods, make to lovers of fishing, when enough is subscribed, say wJure to
tically down the river, decked with flags,
and we would particularly call the atten- place it and ufiat to manufacture. And
under a full head of steam.
tion of our young men to the following: now that the project stands on such a
wsL
For a black bass weighing ten pounds, broad and fair basis, we hope that every
The roof of Akely’a new house on

they are receiving better pricea.

Buggies,

AGENT FOB

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.
J.

FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.

14-tf

doing aomething to stimulate the

-

caught with rod and

line, they will

give

busineis

man

own Washington street

in Holland will see his

We are requested to announce that the
whole Decoration Day celebrationhas

Spalding hand-made has* rod,

PIANOS & ORGANS

fallen through. The committee in charge
of the affairs have tried their utmost to

obtain music, and failed;

and

iteinff generalAgent

for (HIawa, AltegAOaWuBkcaell at wholesale
aa well as at retail the celebrated

gon and Kent coonttea, I can

without

music such a celebrationwould be a
failure, and therefore will not be attempted.

We have no comments to make, but will
will present a most simply ask you: How do you think the

growth of the city; curions appearance, being constructed of soldiers' widows and orphans will like it^worth $25.00. For a bass weighing nine every real estate owner the increased value such a number of gables and dormer win- those whose husbands or fathers lie in
pounds, caught with rod and line, they will of bis property, and every laborer increased dows, aa to entirely puzzle the beholder yonder cemetery?
Spalding split bamboo bass or trout rod,

give

II

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

is in session at

session in order to discover what they are

and Examine.

Crockery, Stone & Glassware

(no provisos);and extendingthe time to the Common Council Rooms this
sixty days, so as to give people an oppor- A great many citizens are attending the doing more business than ever before and
tunity to meditate on the importance of

way

and best made fabric

number of chancery suits,

mostly long winded

9

Also keeps oo band a line of

Judge Arnold pre-

siding, has held a special term during this

FLIEMAN

Offers hleenpet.'or made wagons Juitae cheap
as anybody seifs cm in Zeeland, and claima that
they are a

stock for

that sort of thing: The poor man can't

the chance

-AND'

The best advertisementbe can present
entertainment.—
Frets.

thorough investigation will be bad, and

appears

in health.

is

is an

prospering iu regard to the subscription of

have improved

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICE.

89 Monroe

The G. Paul Smith entertainmentsare
delightful. In his impersonations be ranks
on a stream like the Thames, is of itself
ahead of Helen Potter.— C/aca^o Daily
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Netherlands. He escorted 106 immigrants conclusiveevidence of the grossest crim- Tribune.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
inal negligence.The boat must have
The G. Paul Smith entertainmentswere of Grocerlee,-always of th# Freshestand Purest,
west from New York, and brought 20 of
been unfit for service,as well as greatly first-class in every respect. As an elocu- but also all kluda of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
them to this Colony. He reports having
tionist he excels— as an Impersonatorhe is Etc., Etc.
had a fine trip; was overwhelmed with overloaded. About six hundred passen- above criticism. His audience was conAlso a very large and assorted stock of
kind invitations while abroad, and was gers of all ages were on board.
vulsed with laughter and moved to tears
by
his
wonderful
eloquence
and
life-like
kept very busy answering questionsabout
Quite a number of people have asked personations.— JA'wwapofM Daily Tribune.
the New World, which involved considerus, and will peruse these columns, to see

Mr. D. Miedema, arrived home on Monday evening last from bis journey to the

Price SOc per bottle*

:

hundred different

press notices. For descriptionof the

and gentlemen)

overrode

providing It la nsed according to direction.

the

state from authentic

exclusiveof other work, such as

NEURALGIA,

clip the

don, Canada, and the loss of about three
hundred lives, is reported in the papers their elegant descriptive printing:
figures that from March 15 to May 20 one
He gave the best entertainment a Canton
this week. The case seems to be one in
man has cut 855 cords of slave bolts.
audience
has witnessedin many years.—
which the cupidity of the vessel owners
This is an average of 15 cords per day.
Utica Morning Uerald.
is doing,

The only medlcinea used without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cored*

fish ate

the water around

7 year old daughter
four in his hand one day this week.
Berg, residing on Thirteenthstreet, died minutes, but was uncousciousand escaped
oi Tuesday last, and another, a 5-year old with a lame back, bruised face and bands,
Again referring to the entertainmentto
daughter died on Thursday morning. but no bones were broken. Dr. R. B. be given at Lyceum Hall, Tuesday even-

And

Neuralgia Drops,

many more muskalonges caught this

sometimes so thick

Diphtheria is

STS.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Mr. Albers is reputed to be rich, and is
machinery to manufacturebroomo, placed
looking around at his leisure, perhaps taken considerablepains in making it them in a building near his hole], and has
with an eye to locate.
plain, and you can rely on it, that we will started bis son Preston, who is an expert

them.

BRONSON

Mr. Fuller.

watchmaker G. Albers,

the old

F.

of

differentkinds

mm cm

ram

aid

GOBLER’S PIANOS
—ALSO—

interest in the general

Wilcox A White, Wilton CotUgi, Ssith'i

Aatma ui

Eitij

bgui

demsnd for his muscle, skilled or un who is not an experienced architect.
German silver mountings, worth $10.00. skilled;and how can you inaugurate a When finished, however, it is supposed
Owing to the good feeling Mr. Joe.
My Store* are to be found at
And for an 8 pound bass^same conditions new life, new growth in this city, better that it will be one of the fineat as well as Fixter entertains for our town, one of the
one of Spaulding’scelebrated quadruple thin by erecting new manufactories, phich costliest houses in the County.
FroedtertBros., of Milwaukee, CommisHOLLAND, BRAND RAPIDS k COOPERSTILLE.
sion Merchants,was induced to make os a
multiplying reels, price $7.00. The fish would not alone give us an increased numFishing ,at the piers is getting to be (Aa visit to look after flour. He found what
should be sent to A. G. Spaulding & Bros., ber of laborers,consumers and tax payers,
My store in Hollandwill be foond next door to
Chicago,111., by express, carefully packed but It would be an inducementfor out- amusement of the season. Every morn- he wanted, but could not get enough of it. Bosman’a Clothing store, and baa Jos; been replenished with cbotee Instruments, which I o&er
in ice, and must be received iu good con- siders to come in and do something also. ing the pier is crowded with diciplea of As it is, he purchased one hundred barrels to sell, Just as cheap as any Music Hoase In
dition for the hands of the taxidermist. Nobody will deny that growing and Isaac Walton, who generallymeet with of flour at the City Mills, aud wanted four America.
This offer U made to the States of Michi- flourishing towns draw the roost enter- good success, as shown by the large itrings hundred more. This la but part of a plan,
a

full

Wisconsin and* Minnesota. Whereas we

prising people nnto themselves; bot the of black bass and lake perch carried along to be enabled to load the schr. Norma
startingpoint mutt be from our own the streets by them. The Siskowit. or both from and to Milwaukee. Corn and

know

people. Outsiders will never come

gan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa,
that bass of these weights have been

caught in Black Lake, we would

some

start it for

and

black-tailed herring, is

found in such

abundance that the fishermen refose to
catch
them. The water it sometimes fairvery

us. The renewed endeavor

to

young men compete for the get sufficient money subscribedIs in
humbug. good hands, and we wish them—" God ly alive with them, crowding one another
up to the surface of the water.
and win the prizes, boys!
speed!”
of our

prize. This
Go in

like to see

in

is bona fide, and no

:

oats can be purchaaed at

MilwaukeeJust

as reasonable as at Chicago,
to us

and

it

off to windward.”

Organs can be found at

my

place at S55-

v«

appears

somebody ought to be sharp enough

to see business for

New

a steam barge

“

Come & Seethe Instruments
Q.

way
Holland. Dec.

10.

HANKINS.

1880.

U-Orn
44-flm

*

/

t

'i

•owe
BO
PIOS

OF THE »CIENOES-MEOI-

goodness to allow me so to do. Whatever be your terms, I accept them be'Oh,
wo
Oh, would
you study msdldne, fst Isarnlnf sa*- forehand.”
I
tomical,
To this the widow replied, somewhat
Firal fill your mind with all the tors of muscles
First
surprised, that she had no terms to proI
and of relu*;
pose; that she wanted her apartment,
ni
The names
that they can boast of sound, you'll say,
«
extremely comical,
and must have it But greater still was
But you roust learn them ere you try to ease oy
her surprise when she heard the provinaches and pains.
cial declare his defberminatiop to keep it,
To Krin defieirelTyon use the fCWfWus ritorim.
*
- tura tjj, h*ad even if it y as necessary, to stand a regue 4trno*l*i(b’imutoid
serreitp^.
lar siege. MadaniedeY
-endeavored,
We’ll land upon Reil’e island, nor will think the work
as gentlv as possible, to make him unlaborious.
To cross tho Pirns Varioliamany times a day.
derstand the'improprietyof his conduct;
but all to no avail, for the tenant pleadIn course of time you’ll learn, no doubt, the laws of
ed his cause with grace, eloquence and
physiology,
With n 1 that Foster, Carpenterand Huxley well wit The debase became warmer and
must know;
warmer, the gentleman losing,, and the
We’ll hope you’ll pay attentloa to professors of
pathology,
luly gating np gnoimd, white Ahdxe
And gaze ou all the wonders that the microscope
slipped away tohW lodge," informing his
can show.
how Hood
Ton’ll Anyhow
blood gi
goes through the ;jangs,and better-half that the -storm was gathering
Wihejr’re oxidising it;
above; At Inst, after much speechifyHoweftrtaln foods c«h do us good, while others do
ing oh b6th Sides, the gentleman, breakThe body's like a steam engine,•*tiB really not sur- ing a pause of apparentlydeep reflecprising it
tion, spoke again ;

CINE.

‘

—

ame, that your delicacy and susceptibility shall never have to oom plain of my
proceedings. Your lawsuit is forever
quashed, and that is all 1” Whereon
the Baron looked the widow steadfastly
but respectfully in the face, and gave no
further explanation.
Madame de Y
was somewhat confused; but, in spite of herself, she was
continually forced, to think of her ex-

-

tenant In

every room of her apartment
he had left some souvenirof his sojourn
—poetry, penciling, songs, music composed by himself, thoughts and maxims,
etc., written in her albums and scrapbook. All these ' gallant attentions
seemed most charming to her, while
they piqued her curiosity; and when
that important part of the female consti-

cried the enamored Baron, fondly

PERRY DAVIS’

pressing to his lips the widow’s ripe,
re^. lips- “And the marriage-day?

When?”
“Oh, dear mel Mon Dien, what a
man ! In a month hence.” And the
compact was sealed.

Pain-Killer
A SAFE AND SURE

THE TIDE OFJMMIGBATION.

•

The renewed prosperityof

tho nation,and

Rheumatism,

tho hardships of military servicein Europe,
are regarded as the principal causes for the in-

Neuralgia,

now setting toward these shores. In 1877 the number
of immigrants who came to this country was
less than 150,000. Last year the number
tution is awakened other sentiments reached 457,257. Of those 827,371 were
soon come forth and blossom.
landed at the port of New York. Judging
Now it happened that, the day after from the arrivalsat Castle Garden so far
the Baron’s invited visit, a poor woman, this year, Sunerintendent Jackson estimates
the mother of a family to whom Madame that the arrivalsat this port this year may roach
Shookl take e regular amount of fuel to keep
warm.
do Y
was in the habit of giving stated 500,000. The arrivals at this port for the first
“ Well, madame,” said he, “ there refour months of last year, and corresponding
pecuniary
relief, called to thank her for
mains
but
oue
way
to
arrange
our
little
With chemistry, and pharmacy,and surgery, and
period of this year, with the countries from
dispute, so as to enable you to resume her last munificentdonation,which, she which the immigrants come, as shown by robotany,
And Jurisprudence medical, I fancy yon will And possession of your delightful residence, said, would keep her and hers forever.
turns made to the United States Treasury DeEnough to All a busy brain— that is, if you have got
“You were absent, my too-generous partment, were as follows
Without ousting me from it.”'
• J. i
benefactress,but 1 hacl the honor of
You cannot cufA He body tlD you're amply etored
: “Wliyt is your meaning, sir?” deFour
the mind.’
v j
months
meeting here with your husband.”
manded
the
bewildered
young
widow,
Tou'11 come when we are ill, like aome benevolent inending
"Mynusband?”ejaculated the widow.
looking still more charming in her
quisitor;
Sing
Atay 1,

creasing tide of emigration which is

Cramps,
Cholera,

w$L;

*

Dysentery.

Sprains

:

Four

AND

mouths
endina

Or gallaut feats of surgeryshall startlsall the
tflQKfv'V r,
‘7*
, ’*>
While plunging into lunacy you may become a ris-

amazement.
“ My meaning is this, madame ; my
name is Arthur— Baron Arthur de B—

i.

-

Diarrhoea,

-

,

“11

REMEDY FOR

[From the New York Tribune.]

“Ah, madame, what au excellent,
what a kind-hearted gentleman ! All,

1,
Nationalities. 188U.

1881.

11,224 10,574
2,867 2,319
17,639 11,006

England .....................
Scotland ...... ..............
Ireland ......................
Germany ...................
Austria ......................
Sweden..; ...................
Norway ......................
Denmark .....................
Franco ......................
Switzerland..................
Italy .........................
Holland ......................
Belgium .....................
UuKtda. ......................
Poland ......................
Hungary .....................
Other countries ..............
.

well you are mated, for you suit
Jtpr
Appointed by the Chancellor, like Dr. Crichton53,293
each
other
admirably. Yea, madame, I
I belong to an old and honorable family
Browne.
2,768
told him everything and how kind, how
4,850
I —am a bachelor,and 32 years of age.
Here, eurely, ia a grand career— to cure our poor huProvidence-like
you
wore
to
me.
He
1,689
' My estate: are worth 00,000 francs a
manity
2,769
seems
to love you very much, and how
Of all the ills to which our Aeth is heir— a noble i year — but this I mention out of respect
1,098
could
that
be
otherwise
?
‘
Good
womtrife
3,112
to the laws of business ; and despite the
To wage against each fell disease, disorderand in6,418
an,’ says your husband to me, madame,
! «<i iginnlii-y and queemess of my conduct.
sanity—
3,335
‘your benefactress is absent for the time
To wrest the victoryfrom death,and give the pa- ; which may perhaps have offended you,
502
tient life.
being
;
but,
before
she
went,
she
left
7v4
, f am considered a very good-natured
"And when you’ve studied all you can, in order cate823
this with me for you, and thereon he
i person ; and, upon the whole, I flatter
gorical
4,294
When you Lave worked »t every branch of science myself I am a man fully capable of mnk- put in my hands a pocket-book con tam1,393
ing a lady happy. Will you, therefore, ing bank notes — a fortune, madame. I
Tou'fl ABd—tho ’illustration's Hot my own, but is
Totals ....................
109,123
do me the honor of acceptingmy heart, was loth to accept it at first, but he would
historic*!—
The
rate of increase this year is nearly 33 per
Tod pick up pebbles on the sborv-^yon’ve only my hand, and my fortune
have me take it, although God knows
cent. This would give a total immigration of
Just begun
To tins sudden proposal Madame do you have already done much for me and over 600,000, of which about 450,090 would be
Y— replied with dignity : “Your jest is my poor fatherless children. Ah, dear due at this |>ort. The rate of increase for New
not in very good taste, sir, and all I can madame, how happy you must be with York, however, according to estimatesof the
such a husband ! But it is only the Commissioners of Emigration,will probably be
Jo is to laugh at it.”
10D6IN6S
LET,
greater, as, owing to tho backwardnessof
just reward of your excellentheart and
“ Serious, most serious, madame, I am
the season this vear, and the late dates
indeed— and, on tire faith of a gentle- Christian virtues. May Heaven bless at which the Scandinavian ports were opened,
An Episode of the French Exhibition. man, I beg yon to believe it”
and preserve you both for years and the tide was kept Lack. In the first ten days
of the present mouth 27.393 immigrants ar“What, 'sir! you propose marriage years to come.
During tho Exposition,Paris was visrived at Castle Garden, and it is estimatedthat
merely that jou may not have to give
ited by' mania for lodge-letting.From
“Strange, strange, passing strange!” 70,000 will arrive this month, against 45,578 for
up my apartments !”
the middle of April, hanging up at the
thought the widow. “Settle my tedious the same time last year. On Monday of this
week (5,521 immigrantsarrived,the largest
doors of the houses, in the fashionable
“ A little upon that account, madame, lawsuit — provide for my poor widow'and
number on any day yet this year. Yesterday
and central neighborhoodsof the French but still more because of a more over- her children — leave some trace of him- the number of arrivals was 3,203.
capital might be seen bills with “Joli powering reason ; for among the many self everywhere around me ! But men
The greater part of the immigrants arriving
apartement meuble a loner present- considerations I have had the honor of are such queer characters, such originals consistsof men under 40 years of age, who
ment ” — “ Handsome furnished apartlaying before you, there is one I dare nowadays.” She resolved, however, not would be subject to military duty if they romenta to let ;” and many a family, many not mention, but allow me now to con- to speak to the Baron of his geuerc us m&iued iu Europe. Of tho 109,123 immigrants
who arrived iu the first four months' of this
a widow, many a bachelor or widower fess it — I love yon.” •
conduct toward her proteges, fearful hst year 72,773 were men and 30,350 women. In
•migrated to some distant outakirt, givAt this avowal, Madame de Y— blushed she might betray her aensibilite at so the same time last year tho men numbered
dng up their apartments to strangersor to the eyes. What lady, young or old, noble an action. But another circum- 54,985 and the women 27,661, tho proportion
foreigners, in consideration of receiving would not have done so, particularly stance soon came to light, and caused being tho same each year.
The number of immigrants arriving at this
•ome thousand francs, while they them- when the avowal came from a young, the Baron to bo invited, suddenly and port last year— 327,000—was greater than in
selves nestled down, during the great handsome and wealthy man ? However, nervously,to call a second time. This any previous year. Iu 1854, 319,228 immiinflux, in some humble locudty, within she took it in good part, and laughed circumstance was as follows: A young grants arrived— the largest number in any year
previous to 1880. The arrivals at Castle Garor without the walls. In letting,there outright at her interlocutor ?
coxcomb, Leopold de R
, imagining
den for eleven years past with the tivo leading
•whs no distinction of nation made ; the
lie had fallen in love with Madame dnationalitieswere as follow
“You
are laughing, madame, and
terms were the same for one and all—
Y
, because,living in the house opTotal
Oer.
however — ”
Year.
Arrivals.
Irish.
for the natiye compatriot, as well as the
man*.
posite to l era, he ha i clauct d m w and
“Your folly provokes my laughter,
.................... 212,170
65,168
72,350
Milord Anglais— for the German Baron,
then to see her at the balcony before IBTU
66,M >6
In71 ......... ........... 229,634
88,601
Monsieur le Baron. I really oamiot help
as well as the Russian Boyard, the
missing her all on a sudden at her de132,705
68,747
it.”
68,612
104,214
Poli$h Count,. the dollar-laden American
parture from her apartment. After many 1873 .........
35,908
“Nevertheless,madame, lean assure
lb"4 ......... ........... 140,041
46,302
— for evenbody, in short, who could pay;
days' anxiety ho determined upon writ- 1875 .........
19,924
25,559
you I am fully master of my reason, or
1876
........
that was tlie one condition.
............
68,264
10,3
'4
21,035
ing her a billet doux, informing her oi
at least as much of it-^s remains, sulj1877 ....................64,638
8,221
17,753
his love, and stating that he would call
1878 ....... ...........76.347
13,014
23,061
dued as it is by intense passion.”
Madame de Y- —
a young and handthat evening for an answer. Having 1879 ......... ........... 13.1,070 22,024
33,574
11 What, sir ! intense passion at first
some widow of 2fl, who, on dhe first- of
66,399
104,264
written his note, ho wrapped it up in a 1880 .........
JVvtr.
Ewiluh. Si redes. Italian*.
April in that memorable year, had sight !”
small paper parcel and jerked it over
11,551
2,081
....................38,340
“You forget, madame, tbit I have
thrown off her weeds, resigned
the balcony into the window. It hap- 1 71 ................... 36.965 10,749
2,305
herself, among the rest, to ~ the been living three long months in your
1872. ........
10,978
6,593
pened that the Baron had just finished 1873 .........
8,090
6,847
reigning epidemic. One morning she apartments,and that your portrait,
die second breakfast he had taken in D74 ........ ...........20,112
3,743
5.034
which I now see is an adorable likeness,
ran forithe Ipdgo-keeperof the house in
11,180
3,:«)3
2,576
the house, aud was poring over the 187.7 ......... .......
3,693
2,618
which she remitted in the Chaussee is hanging up there in the next room. newspaper when the parcel dropped into 1870 .................... 8,447
3,71(1
1877 .........
2,831
d’Anliii,and ordered him. to nail up at It was the first object that icaught my
the room. He took it up, and, finding 1878 ......... ...........
4,162
4,208
attention on entering, and I have looked
the portecocherethe universal bill.
12,:>94
7,220
no superscription, he opened it and read 1879 ........
35,217
11,190
183o ....................33,768
an(^ admired it every day since. Nor
“Bless iv soul 1 what running up and
the following:
The total number of immigrants brought into
down I shall have of it !” exclaimed, in was * captivated by the charms of your
Charming neighbor, for weeks and wetks
fjetto voce, with a piteous shrug, the ! beauty alone, for I am well acquainted lave I adnpred you irom my window-seat op- this country since the establishment of tho
Union, not including those arrivingin 1880,
seemi ugly-disconsolate
porter, but who
.your ment in every wav, your many posite. O how superlativelyhappy should 1
was 10,188,750.Of this aggregate Ireland and
inwardly rejoiced at the dircuntstance; ' superior qualities and your irreproaeha- be were you to do me the honor of admitting Germany furnishedabout 3,000,000each, Enme
to your presence, and alto'Hag me to dufor he, also, hoped to reap a golden liar- ! ble character. A man, however so little
gland 900, bOO, Fiance 313,000, Sweden and
clure myself and crave pardon tor my pre'.vest from the
] he mav l>e versed in womanly affairs,
sumption.At 3 this evening,I will call, ash Norway 306,000, Switzerland 83,000, and other
countnes ranged from 70,000 for Italy to 613
•*_
i Cani*0t spent! three months in a lady’s /or admission and learn my fate. Till then,
JfjDDporte,Andre,” continued; the apartment without noticing and studrfng minutes will glide away like years from my im- for Turkey aud 383 for Greece. Very few immigrants now come from Spain, Portugal or
charming young widow- “ N’bn porte V‘i ‘man v things disclosing her habits' her patieut heart Farewell till then, goddess of Turkey.
my
Leopold.
let my apartment for 3,000 francs, and | tastes, her feelings. I have been an
The German immigrants nearly all bring conHe came, and the door was opened to siderablemoney with them, estimated on an
yon shall have your commission of— let acute, and, perhaps, an indiscreet, obme see— 5 per cent, if to a bachelor or server, madame ; and what I have dis- him by the Baron in propria persona. average from |500 to $2,000 each. Each immigrant is estimated to add at least $1,000 to
widower ; 4 per cent, if to a married covered has captivated my heart for“ la Madame de Y
at home ? ”
the wealth of the country, in addition to the
couple without any infantile encum- ever. That heart I offer you again, and
“ She is not at home for you.”
money he brings with him. At this rate the
brances ; and 3 per cent., if to a family humbly
UIIU1U
“And pray, by what right do you re- United States will have over $600,000,000 added
wait your answer to know my
—and there are 5 francs to drink
>»
to its wealth this year by means of emigration.
fuse me admission ? ”
The poorest class of immigrants come from
“ Metliinksthat right is very evident.”
nG"7V ,
There was no Ivunbast, no fanfaronade
the Sclevonlang. Many of them ar“And you are here in her apart- Austria—
i^!i?vfiiia8 20t*d
the Baron’s language, it was the rerive here utterly destitute.
•oochere-<J!erberu8, nd he ]>ockeied the : solve of a man who had made up his ment V’
“ True ; but for the time being it is
tdret vm* yd ywmWd, in a toy of , mi„d, and was determinedto succeed.
•melancholydevotedness,to do his best.
But the more he urged his suit, the less my own.”
That evening the widow, accompanied he advanced in it ; till at last the widow
The dialogue went rapidly on from
A Hot-Water River.
by her femme de chambre, took up her
signified to him, in due form and un- cross words to a challenge; aud on the
quarters in a small cottage near the vilThe
great Sutro tunnel, cut to relieve
mistakable phraseology, that he must morrow a duel took place in one of the
lage of Fontenay-aux Roses, outside the
the celebrated Comstock minf*8 at Virinstantly shift his quarters — thus giving coppice-woods of the Bois de Boulogne.
Barriere d’Eufer, and contiguousto the
This time, Madame de Y
had ev- ginia City, Nevada, of the vast quantities
him his leave, and intimatingto him at
pretty Boia de Meudon, where she rusti.. xi
ery reason, she thought, for blaming of hot water which is encountered in
eated in the full enjoyment of her indel,“me ‘i™ tb,‘ he m“t neTer thmk
them, affords an outlet to 12,000 tons
the Baron’s conduct ; bo another invitaof setting foot in her residence again.
pendent . widowhood till the expiration
every twenty-fourhours, or about 3,000,“Very well, madame— I withdraw, tion was sent to him, which he duly atof the term, 'hi'
000 gallons. Some of the water, as it
tended to.
<On the 2d of August following, Mai and will not return till you invite me to
“How is this, Monsieur lo Baron?” finds its way into the mines, has a temdo so ;” the answer to which parting
dame de Y
returned to Pans, and
said tin} widow in tremulous and re perature of 195 degrees, while fou. miles
drove to her residence, believing that words was a saucy smile, and a loss of
fronf the mouth of the tunnel tho temproachful accents— “ expose your lira
her apartment,which had been let by the head which evidently meant, “ You
peratureranges from 130 to 135 degrees.
have long to wait, Monsieur le Baron, with such a puppy— a life so usaful, so
the concierge, was vacated and ready for
To obviate the inconvenience which
precious ! O, truly, I cannot but think
M"re receiving such an invitation.”
her.
would arise from the vapor such . vast
However, at the end of a few days, the you more foolish than wise.”
“ Madame,” said Andre, “ the gentlequantity of water would give off the
invitation was sent, and the Baron ar“I confess, madarfae, that I was flow is conducted through the entire tunman has not yet gone.” ‘
rived just as the widow had completed wrong ; but I merely wanted to put the
“ What gentleman, Andre?”
nel, four miles, in a tight flume made of
making herself more charming than ever. young puppy, as you justly call him, in
•“The lodger, madame, Monsieur de
pine. At the point of exit the water has
“ What have I been apprised of, sir?” his right place, and save you forever
R —
a provincialgentleman,, verv said Madame de Y
lost but seven degrees of heat. Sixty
to him, as he from his importunities. He scratched
comme il 4auA Yet it is net my fault,
feet below the mouth of the tunnel the
veated himself in an arm-chair a la Vol- me, but I gave him a gentle sword-thrust
for I informed him, three days ago, that
hot water utilized for turning machinery
taire right opposite to her. “During which will prevent him from annoying
his time was up," and that he must go;
my
absence, you brought my long- you for some time to come. Was that belonging to the company, from whence
but he said to me that it was all right;
it is carried off by a tunnel 1,100 feet in
pi’nding lawsuit to an amicable arrange- not a service worth having, my charmit was his affair, and he would square
leffgth, which serves as a water-way.
ing landlady?”
ment” ;i.
all matters with madame.”
“Yes; but at such a price— the risk Leaving the waste- way tunnel, the water
“ Why, yes, madame; but you must
“0o and inform him. Andre, that I
flows to tte Carson River, a mile and a
have returned, and want my apartments be neither pleased nor displeasedwith of your life and my reputation I Gra- half distant. This hot water is being
cious ! Baron, what will iny friends think
mo
ou
that
account,
as
I
acted
only
in
immediately.”
of me after such an affair? You* have utilized for many purposes. Tho boys
my own interest.”
" Useless, madame— completely usecompromisedme terriblyby your gen- have arranged several pools where they
** How so, if you please, Baron ?"
less. H6 was headstrong as a donkey;
erous, your noble, your magnanimous indulge in hot baths. The miners and
“The
fact
is.ithe
lawyers’
clerks
were
he wouldn’t listen to -je; it is with you
others use it for laundry purposes, aud
calling here with their papers every day; conduct,”
jdono lie wishes to confer. ”
arrangements are being made whereby a
“’Tis
true,
very
true,
dear
lady,
and
“ Be it so, Andre.’"* (FfTSSTore and an- and, owing to a heavy and protracted
thousand acres belonging to the comsuit I once had myself, I have ^n utter I now begin to see I acted too rashly
pany
are being irrigated.It is proposed
upon
the
impulse
of
the
moment;
°\$(fame de Ywas received ihost aversion to every 1 limb of the law,’ as
to conduct the hot water through iron
and
that,
in
fact,
I
owe
yon
a
reparaour
allies,
Messieurs
los
Anglais,
have
graciouslyand politely by the provincial
pipes, beneath the surface of the soil,
ih Being acquainted with your plain- tion.”
tenant, who thus addressed her:
near the roots of thousands of fruit
Madame
de
Y
thought
so
liketiff,
who
is
a
debtor
of
mine,
I
made
use
“ You cannot conceive, jnadame, how
comfortable I find myself far this, vour ot my influence oyer him, and soon got wise. “Well, my dear Baron,” said trees which are to be planted, aud in a
similar manner give the necessary
pretty apartment, and how much I de- him to forego his unfounded claim, and she; proffering her hand, “since it was
to be, it must be, so let it be— we are warmth to a number of hot-housesto be
sire to spend in it the remaining time I he made over to me what he called his
used for the propagation of early fruits
have to stay in your charming capital; rights. It is therefore an affair l)etween friends.”
and vegetables.
“
Aud
betrothed
ones,
mv
charmer.”
him
and
me.
But
rest
assured,
madII fondly hope you will have tho
.
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23,113

2,118
9.982
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No sooner had he rendered

the

un*
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TONIC

a preparation of Protoxideof Iron, Peruvian
B»rk and the Phosphates,associated with the
Vegetable Aromatic.*.Endorsed by the Medical
Profession,and recommended by them for Dyapepala. General Debility. Female DUease*. Want of Vitality, Nervous Pros-

li

tration,Convalescencefrom Fever*

and Chronle Chill* and Fever. It serves
every purposewhere a TOXIC I* necessary.
Mmifictnrtd by The Dr. HirterMediciieCo., St

The following Is one

knit

the very many testimonials we are receivingdally:
Crnf/nnm.-—Some three months ago I began th*
use of Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonic, upon the advice of many friendswho knew its virtues. I
suffering from general debility to such an extent
that my labor was exceedingly burdensometo me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much relief, but on the contrary, was followedby Increased prostration and sinking chills. At this
time I began the use of your Iron Tome, from
which 1 realisedalmost immediateand wonderful
of

wu

|

'

It

1

have done twice the labor that

I

ever did in the

same time during my Illness, aud with double th*
ease. With the tranquilnerve and vlgorof body,
has come also a clearnessof thought never before
enjoyed. If the Tonic has not done the work, I
know not wlM. 1 give It the credit.
Troy, O

,
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W* Will mill Tito say addressThree Mentha f*r th
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story.
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WILB0R1 COKPOTHTD Of

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AED LIKE.
To the Coeenraptive — Wilbur’* i'ouipmind
or Cod-Liver Oil and Lime, withoutpoaemuig th*
v*fy nauaeatng flavor of the article as heretofore
us«d,

.

by A. B.

WlLBOB. Chemist, Boston,and all DroggisU

SCRAPS OF SCIENCE.

milk. Our practicein regard to the

Eujirt’sExtract or Tar and Wild Cherrt
has been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cofd until it ia too late.
Try tins excellent remedy, and we are sore you
will be convinced of its merit*. Chronic

oyster is quite exceptional, and furnishes
a striking example of the general cor-

Cbrtahi sounds from a musical instru- rectness of the popular judgment on
ment will effect the flame from a gas jet/ dieteticqueatious. The oyster is almost
causing it to dance about
the only animal substance which we eat
It is claimed that more rain falls now habitually’and liy preference, in the
in Nebraska than formerly, and that this -raw or uncooked state, and it ia interestrainfall ‘is increasing with the march of ing to know that there is a sound physi
settlement and consequent cultivation.
ological reason at the bottom of this
A machine for making laces hitherto preference. The fawn-coloredmass
produced only by hand-work is reported which constitutes the dainty part of the
in France. Even old styles of laces, the oyster is its liver, and this is little else
art of making which has been lost, can than a heap of glycogen. Associated
readily be produced. The machine em- with the glycogen, but withheld from
ploys from 1,800 to 2,000 spindles, and actual contact w ith it during life, is its
from 200 to 300 pins. The Monitcur da appropriative digestive ferment — the
Fils r.t Tlssu speaks in high terms of the hepatic disastase. The mere crushing
machine and its products, which is said of the dainty between the teeth brings
to he fully equal to the best band-made these two bodies together, and the glycogen is at once digested, without other
laces.
help, by its own diastase. The oyster in
At- various points in the heavens there
'the uncooked state, or merely warmed,
are clusters of stars, some of these containing as many as 2,000 distinct orbs. is, in fact, self-digestive. But the adAstronomershave establishedthe fact vantage of this provision- is wholly lost
by cooking, for the heat employed imthat the smallest of these stars has a
mediately destroys the associatedferdiameter of 180,000,000of miles — orbs
compared with which our earth is as an meut, and a cooked oyster has to be diorange to the dome of St. Paul’s; and gested, like any other food, by the eater’s own digestive powers.
yet there are thousands of such suns, in

Cough*, and

,
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— JB aaartotMdpvIntoSoM Addrtu VAUnrruit Bnos.. JtnMTlUa.vrts

1

KDK’AT.
city and

county for U.
L. If. liinsHBFiio.Suprvnuatraat, Baltimore,Md

evemConaumptivei,cored

by
following tlio directions.Every bottle is warranted to give satisfaction.Prepared by the
Emmert Proprit tary Co., Chicago . Bold by
all good druggists.
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first appearance, duly

;

a MATHEWS

undertake it. This arrangementwas
gALESMI'N w.inted tore'.loncommission.Send stamp
made without the elder Booth’s knowlfor terms, quick. PTHENIX PUB. CO Wamn. Pa.
edge, and he only became aware of it by
reading in the playbill the announce- $5 to $20
meut of his son s

S

M ott Complete TkmherFatlMT I Ktt&blltheO

I/wt Manhood,
and imimired powers cured by MATHEWS’
Imnrovid Electro-MagneticBelt and Absortmnt
P«u combined ; site of Pad, 7x10 Inches—font
times lanrer than others. Do not purchaseary
old-style|3U Belts when you can set the latsrttmproved tor 43. “ Electric Light." a 34-coluiin»

YOU FREE

seren beautiful cards, In

Traction and Plain Englnaa
and Horae- Power*.

Branch Office. 9» Randolph 8L, Chicago,HU.

It.
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at the Museum, and Edwin was in attendance on him ns dresser. Tressil had
been cast to the prompter of the theater;
hut it chanced that this person wished
to avoid the duty of acting it, and that
lie succeeded in persuading Edwin to

Meteorologists have found that
United States storms usually advance
from the Upper MississippiValley toward New York and New England, loss
frequently toward Virginiaand seldom
toward the Carolinaa. American storm

THRESHERS,

l

1

Michigan,

ore at or thr ojtlt oairunra

VIBRATOR

of your Gro-

cer.

i

ix nr act

DOBBINS’

1

father— the rival of Edmund Kean, and
one of the greatest tragediansthat ever
lived— was then keeping an engagement

nor eyes and are perch-like shape.

Itepreeentlngthe choioest-eelected
TortolaeBhell and Amber. The lighteet,haudsomeet.
and atrongectknown. Bold by Optician*aad
Jewelers. Made bv the SPENCER OPTICAL
M’FG CO., 13 Maiden Lane. New York.

Battle Creek,

of Tressil, in Cibber’s version of “Richard III.” Junius Brutus Booth, his

take the trouble to dig a hole the depth
of a spade handle he will find it to till
with water, and by using a hook and line
fish four or five inches long can be
caught. The fish have neither scales

EYE-GLASSES.

if

the Stage.

which produces thirty or
forty bushels to the acre. If one will

:

CELLULOID

NiMOLSrSHEPARD&eO

Edwin Booth’s first appearanceon the
regular stage was made Sept. 10, 1840,
at the Boston Museum, in the little part

field of corn

Kt>od».
—

arr
- Sikf ,
For Price-IJrt and 11
hutratedPntnphlei* (tent free!
write toTHF AULTHtA* A TaTLOB
Company. ManthcId.O.

Edwin Booth’s First Appearance on

In Colorado is a ten-acre field which
is no more nor less than a subterranean
lake covered with soil about eighteen
inches deep. On the soil is cultivated a

UM

tUreaklmr,

ors and gold, representingShnkmy honHchold duties had I not been strengthened and sustained
' ‘)y
b Warner’s Safe Kidney speftre’s “Seven Ages of non.”
and Liver Cure.
Sins. C. V. Calhoun,
New York.

of the virbrations of sound
is very peculiar. Here is an example:
A plate of glass or metal may be held
between the finger and thumb at one
corner, having been previously strewn
over with fine sand, then a fiddle-bow bo
drawn near one of its angles, the sand
becomes agitated,and finally resolves
itself into the form of a Latin cross. If
the bow be drawn near the middle of one
of the sides, a St. Andrew’s cross will bo
formed.
effect

.
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underlined “Fool!” was all he said
when he read this announcement;and
this remark was not understood to signify encouragement.When the night
came, and Edwin had 'dressed his father

--------

—

for Gloster, and himself for Tressil, the
between 45 and 50 degrees north latitude. eccentricparent — who, beneath an outThe great waves of high barometer,with ward aspect of indifference,loved this

BRONSON1‘pa*0

centres most frequently pass off the ^oast

winds in their front, son with the fondest affection — took a
usually ad van co from the Rock Moun- chair, lit a cigar, and, viewing the youth
tains toward Virginia and the Carolinaa, with a critical eye, made this inquiry,
but less frequently toward New England. “Do vou know that you are supposed to

yon are
Interested

the Inquiry—

Which

is

the

TRACTION
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penetrates every sore,
wound, or lameness, to the
very bone, and drives out all
Inflammatory and morbid matter. It “goes to the root" of
the trouble, and never foils to
core in doable quick time.
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L. N. HlitSHUERO, SuSecretory, Baltimore,Md.. for terms.
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MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT. The reason is sim-

CTIVE MEN WANTEDtoactaaDoput
__

Jafsas*

7,600,000
oonstanL'yon
com per able

best Liniment for Man and
Beast?— this is the answer, atmerations : the
tested by two gei

ple.

A Cl K NTH WANTED for th« B*it and ra*t««L
iV 8«Uin* Pictorial Booka and Biblf*. Prlc*« radnoad
par ot. NatIOKAX. Pcelixhikq Co., Ootcafo,UL

(Rorn A MONTH ! Acenta Wnatod

, "rntwreemud tmmmmmi*
18f 1, togetherwith alerterywolMM t* eowslrwe.
Hon end material* not dreamed of br other tnakem
Four sizes of Sepertton, from 6 to 19 here*

far
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O.N.U.

No.
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keep for winter market . Full pr nted direction* flren, embracing SO^eara' ex
per enco. Inclose .*2 |>o»tnl order. Reference
Bank of Sharon. J . D. Clarke, Sharon,
to

have teen riding hard and far ?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Where are your spurs?”
“I haven’t any.”
waters to the rivers and give uniformity
“ Take mine” — holding out one booted
to the flow; and hence, when forests are
leg.
cut away, the rains reach speedilythe
The boy took the spurs, and went on
streams,making them liable to alternate
for his little scene with King Henry VL
periods of wasteful violence and worthWhen he returned, his father was still
less feebleness. The cutting away of
sitting negligently in the chair, and
the forest has led, in the French Alps, to
smoking the cigar. Give me my spurs, ”
uncontrollable ibwids, despoiled fields and
he said, again holding out his leg; and
an impoverishedpeople; and, in America,
iwin
this was. all the comment that Ed’
to annual seasons of dry mill-ponds, an
Booth’s first professionalappearance
immense sacrifice of available water ever elicited from the parent whom he
power and the desertion of many a mill idolized.
learned subsequently,
site.
though, that his father had been down
While our knowledgeof the regions at the wing, and had watched the first
surrounding the North Pole has been effort with evident interest and satisfacgreatly extended by the energy and en- tion, and then hastened back to his nonterprise of modern explorers, compara- chalant pose in the dressing-room.There
tively little has been done in the explo- never, surely, could have been a more
ration of corresponding portions of the singular being than Junius Brutus Booth.
southern hemisphere. At the head of This little trait of character is but one
an American expedition Lieut. Wilkes of thousands that marked him as a unique
believed that he had establishedthe ex- person. — Harper's Magazine.
istence of an Antarcticcontinent; and

ATTENTION. LADIES nn.l GENTLEMEN.
K I.M POUTED Articlre, Usefuland Ornamental.
O for individual or family Toilet, sent you on receipt
of Ten 8-Cent P.O. Stamp*. Saliefaclion
it atiurtd.
Addresa H. I’0«T, Stamford. Conn.

this discovery was verified a year later
Vines are stud to extract yearly from
by Sir James Ross, who found the extenthe soil about three-fourths of the quansive Victoria Lund, with mountains 14,-

'GREAT BARGAIN!

By keeping the

soil beneath charged
with moisture, forest regions tend to
make gradual and constant the supply of

‘‘

He

tity of

000 feet high and an active volcano.

__

potash and phosphoric acid that

the cereals_tako_up.

much longer, he insisted gether, the latter was enthusiastically
upon getting up. The attending phy- pointing out to the former the archisicians forbade the attempt, and were tectural beauties of a ruin, when his
endeavoring to make the Senator remain Louisiana reverence rather wearily proquiet, when Judge McArthur entered the tested, “ It’s all very fine, Cousin’ Dick,
possibly survive

death chamber.
“Is that you Mac?” asked Carpenter.
“Yes, Matt, it’s I. But you must lie
quiet now.” The old twinkle of the
eyes and toss of the head, as the dying
Senator replied:
“Well, Judge, I’m prepared to argue

but, nevertheless,a cheerful field, fragrant witfi new-mown hay, would please

of

the same opinion. ”

-Harpers Drawer.

now.”
Mr. Carpenter suffered excruciating
pain, and in his agony wanted an expla-

As A part of Dr. Holm&n’s Absorption theory
of care the Holman Plasterstro of the utmost impox tanoo. They are especiallyintended
nation of the cause.
to act as an adjuvant of Hoi-manV Pads
“The pain is caused, Senator,”replied stubborn cases, where there is persistent local
a physician, “by a stoppage of the co- pain or deficient circulation; bulif they may be
UiedteWioui the Pad, if desired, fn ant/ spot or
lon.” '
“Stoppage of the colon, eh ?” and again place where a powerful and reallycurative Plaster is useful
the sense of humor overcame the pain

m

Uncle Sam's Condition Powders are

|

|

.Thoart cles of food which wo still use
in the uncooked state are comparatively
few, and it is not difficultin each case
to indicate the reason of the exemption.
Fruits, which we consume largely in. the
raw state, owe their dietetic value chiefly to the sugar wliich they contain ; but
sugar is not altered bv cooking. Milk is
consumed by us both cooked and uncooked, indifferently, and experiment
justifies this indifference ; for I have
found on trial that the digestion of milk
by pancreatic extract was not appreciably hastened by previouslyboiling the
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By »endln« t6c. mon»y or 40c. po*U«
stamps,with age, you will recelv# by
return mail a correct picture of your

YOORSELF

FOX,

to Beil

Chambers’ Encyclopedia
the
l^dible^pnrTKweoit^S^n^iendli^^^Kc$50«00e bffraaV
lame
l'c

the uue*tlon

REVISED NEW TESTfJEHT

RUPTURE

R«ll*vedand cured, without the Injury tn»*e* Inflict, by
Dr. J. A. SHERMAN’S intern. Office, 261 Bmidway.
New York. HI* book, with photographic likene*.** of
bad cine* before and after cure, mailed for lUc. Bew&r*
of fraudulentImitator*.

VV
Sir
m w TTv,

^^ilutfo^nlwr^/r^olwS^t^the
muU*ifficiS
AXEBICAB Book Exihanoe la delighted
great publiihinghomo of Lippincotttn furtheringtheealeof

BSeJS

Ing; Two-Story Houae, fourteenrooma, modem alyl#;
two Tenant Houaca,flv. rooma each ; good-b.arinjr
Orchard and Small FraiU; (our Bam* foi Horae*,Cattle
and Hogs; Har Scale*, *tcM too iramarouatome
ention
locatedTour miles from Adair Station, on C., R. LAP.
R. R., sixty mile* west of Dei M(>ine%Capitalnf Iowa.
For particular* inquire of G. H. WxtxOBX, Adair, Iowa.

FRAZER
M acaulay ’* Rlitoryd4
EuR;«nt, X largellm*
Tok. cloth,gilt, oaly

M.ok.
Chamber*’ Encyclopedia, 10 large 8to toInrae*, cloth,
pegee, 4,u<K>engrarmg*, former price
for only glu.

MIS

_

MANHATTAN BOOK

CO.,

St-SrS

m

«

e

Chambers EnoyclopsBdia

^

street jnnk-*hop,lte

sLxsSrSi:

office*
XK.I|||.

•

SSas
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and

(tore nerw
occupy entire a
tnaiinliL
retail *tor*
now ocoupy
• magnlft.
facUrie.M-veral otlier bulldlng. •iMwlw.re .n
hand*. One item of IU preMnt large Ibt ef

W#wre

Universal Knowledge

flgurea).CUember*’ Encyclopadl*.however,ia a foreign work, and It could *c»rc«ly be expected that aucb s
work, edited end tmlillrhed for a foreign market, would give a* ranch prominence tn American topic* u American
reodere might desire. To supply there and other deficlencle*,we are now Ireulnr, under the title of the • Library
of Universal Knowledge,"a
ylttlonIn fifteen large octavo rotnines, Urge type. In which a largo
forceof Amerirenedltoreandwriters
have added about 15.00C topic*, cov* *
®»hrg about tfiO) octavo pagea thus
thoroughlyAmericanizing the work, and making It nearly +0 per rent, larger than toe oriilnal Chamber*’, lo p*»
cenU larger than Appleton’*, and 30 per cent, larger than Johnson’*Cyclopedias. Of thle odltlon, ten volume* are
now ready for delivery, Volume XI. will be ready May 30, and the remaining volumes at interval* of a few days
thereafter.Price per volume In cloth. $1 ; In half Ru*ala, gilt top.
^
"First come, first ierved,” l* an old motto which we have •upplemented by "Lowest price* to earlleet purehaser*," and accordingly, on thl* edition, wo an for a/»w dayi offering Ihi 10 rofumrtnote publithed at ta* nti priet a/
lU.ifi. Thi* pile* will very shortly Im Increased.
Of coureethe 16,000topic* and 8.000p*ge* of new matter added In thh edition are not to be found either in tho
Lippincottedition or In our own $6 edition.Both of them, however,are excellent work*, remarkablycheap, and
erve a good purpore for those who cannot affordthe new and enlarged edition.Specimen page*, Mowing typ^
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Beet In the World. (Jet the gennlne. Er.
erj parkuge hue our Trailo-niiirknnu I*
narked Frazer’s. HOLD KVKUYWHKltK.

TJXSnum,

Free Advertisement.

...ini.... i It*
li.hii.'n...
oTmiV onemllTiJnioiumtt.'
bu»!ne** nfficM
cent rtxetory buildingon Broadway, and 1U

US

AXLE GREASE.

full dtKrlpliuMfa/epieFrm.

ttnT o/'jSid bqBftB*at low pricee, and the
wl,,h oppjirtuntty of uniting with the
«nd pidemonriratetheeameetneM
of

tbl* work:

The Literary Revolution
Ann

Wa

black aad gold, only 60 cent*.
T*ln*’* HiMonr of English Literature, I baudiome llmo roiume,
cloth,only 60 cent*.
Other book* equally low.

great work, l.h*mt>err

pincott*’ Uimi.lt ha* »eemed a great pity that their modeitv should pievent them from ad vertlalnirmore widely,
and we therefore kupplemt-nttheir generoiity by K-at(*riiigtui* advertixementhroadoaatfor them at our expense.

army" c-maUting
small boy, and from

K

books

erith^n^ard^

the '{eoplef

of prottt or of loee to themielve*,
they are lieningan edition of thle

Has not the honor of
long ago a* September, 1S75,
a garret in an

FA

Bhakwpcar*’* Complete Work*,
handsomely bound In cloth,

f

I

the

How ready for Agcnta. Mott dttfrabU edition,Low
priced. Millionsare waitingfor it. (I'rnnd Aarresl
for Ayents. Particular*pee. Outlli COc. Act
«al«k. Addrea HUBBAltL) BROS., CLlcagj, lil
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Lippincott & Co.

o

Box jO, Fultouvllla, N.Y
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.which, mr.ny
many year* *go,
ago, they publl*
publlifiedit the (•o-called)low prioeof $80, afterward owuch^t^prieeji
Encyclopedia.which.
fill, and mini' year*
the ilritlahboo**,
of a rupture with
9 waa said) of the
in coniequence (it
lie
itlll
n*tng
the
name
of Chamber^
:hance*In the
the American
American edition,
edition, contrary
contrary to
to the iptrit while
(till n»lng tl
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UVaet MUM.. New Tort.

.

$1.60.

Five Thousand Book-Sellers.;;.

^

and Canada are pretn red to either abundantlysupplyor liberallyslander onr publication*.We give liberal
term* to club* where no bookreller net* •* agent D<-*cnptlvecatalogue and UluattmUd pamphlet,deecribfag.;
book-making and typesettingby tteam, will be rent free on request
States

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE,
john

b.

auden, jiaxageh.

764 Broadway, New York.

General Agents:

Slew rt A Co.: Cleveland,Ingham. Clark
Alden k Chadwick, 190 Deariiorn street ; San Frenrhco, Cunningham, Curtiaa k Welch : St ly.ui
eron; Atlanta, Ga., J. J. A b. P. Kichcids : Baltimore,W. K. C. Harriren ; Richmond. Randolph
burgh,James Robinson ; Grand Rapids,Mich , Katon, Lyon k Co.; Minneapolis.
8. M. William*.

ommended by

^]food.
There are important differencew in this
respect, and it in interestingto note
how correctly the experience of mankind has guided them in this matter.

.1

jucaE

antpublien*

wMtnoonnocti

rec-

stock-owners who have used
them as the best Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be bad. If the animal is Scraggy,Spiritless,or
Raw Oysters.
has no appetite, these Powders are an excelDr. William Roberts, in an interesting lent remedy, and every owner of stock will do
series of lectures on digestive ferments, well to try them. They are prepared by the
The Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,HI., a very
reliablefirm, and sold by all good druggists.
ly ncct‘8-

I

«lj
•• fn(. MXBT1XU
,s,"onTT
Cptaii!. (* •'? tad Waart »Jl hr X) Mala *t»k arr,
hrifft.•»!* rf t«r*. airi lark rl Latr,trad a aaaa»CT
ricraat .f yuui fotuit hrrhaad rr •ft, Mtrhr-ojirtUt
fttiitui.
«.W earn, rtmr aad platt A ottl a*. aad
dau »f if>»ma|t.htnrj rrtoiard Ic all mi laiiiBH.
Addnat frvt L Mtrt.au,lu Maafj PI. Ba.iru, Mart.

me better.” The Bishop of Alabama
replied: “Well, Cousin Joe, there is
this in favor of your view of it — there is
not an ass in all Italy that would not be

that point right

itself. “Well, then, of course it isn’t a
full stop.” — Toledo Telegraph.

____
TRUTH

A CYCLOPEDIA WAD.

t*4
ifc.Omi

,

Cousin Dick’s Reply.
Matt Carpenter’s Wit.
The late Bishop Wilmer, of Louisiana
The bright, fliirthful soul of Carpenter
was not overawed even by the shadow of (the Cousin Joe), and Bishop Wilmer,
death. The evening before he died, and of Alabama (the Cousin Dick, of the
after he had been told that he could not following anecdote), being in Italy to-

id tbl* paper.

Wu

Murder

will out, so will the fact that Carlodeodorizedextract of petroleum, thy natural hair reuewer and restorer,is the best preparation ever inventedand excels all other hair
drestnngg, as thouftand* of gemnibc
ideate*
now in our possession abundantlyproto.
line, a

AGITATOR! AGITATOR!

BALSAM

Cares Csnsampt.lon,Cwlrls, Pm-nmonln,
•$ inInhill*,

C

u ,IB
enarane

a

(hechest wlilcb nrt-nwiDiitiy
a not an Incurnbtr iiinlnd) .

Lmm

Pure Cod
Oil made from selected
liver*, on the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard
k. it is absolutelypure* and
at
Co., New York,
sweet Patients
ts who have once taken
taken it prefer
pref
it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils In market

Life is like a glas? .of soda. It is
mostly froth, has very little sweet in it,
and soon grows stale and flat.— /fasten
Transcript.
The diamond boots and shoos are
ting, good styles, honest work.
Bros., Chicago.
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AGENTS WANTED FOE

DIBLE REVISION
The

beet and cheapest UlostraUd edition of theRorieed New Testament Million* of people are waitingfor
It. Do not be docelredby the Cheap John pul«ii*hersof
Inferior edition*.See that the copy yon Buy contain*
fine engraving*on steel end wood. A rente are

160

“Kar"'
Chicago,111.

THE MOST PERFECT THRESHER AND SAVER MADE*
J. I.

CASH

THRESHING MACHINE CO., RACINE, WIft.

FARM
Maks Mon sod SeD Mon Thnsbiugllftdil&M
than sojflnB

in

thaWorKL B<a4 f«r Cata!*c»e-U ceita I*tib>.

T-AlIEZH

[ornouL.1

Common

Connell.

Holland. Mich., M»j Si, 1881.
The Common Coancil met onranantto tdjonrnment and waa called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen preaent: Ter Vree, Beach, Balkan,
Winter, Landaaland the Clerk.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved.
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNT*.
The following bills were presented for payment:
John Van den Berg, ser. as police May IS. ..$ S 00
Johanaes De
J. A. Ter Vree, ser. Board of Review ....... 8 00

Weerd

Wm.

'*

“
•
‘‘ x
Koost,
“

John
K.

81pp. “
“

Schaddelee,

8 <»

.......§ 00
.......8
8 00

McBride,

H.
Geo. H.
P.

!

•"IS

Balkan,

C. Landaal,

SPRING

8

(»

8 00

—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the
Treunrer for the amount.
COMMUNICATION! 7K0M CITT OPPICEES.
The City Clerk reported that no objections had
been Hied in his office to estimates, or diagramsof
the proposed improving and graveling of Pish
street and that notice had been duly given accordln to the requirements
of the law.— Approved.
The Sec’y of Star Hook and Ladder Co., reported
David Boyd and Charles Genshaw as having been
elected members of said company, subject to the
approval of the Council.— Approved.
B. Grootenhuls, surveyor, reported that the contractorof Fish street had completedthe grading
of said streetaccording to grade and profile.
Mr. K. Van Haften reportedthe completionof
grading of Fish street,asked the Council to inspect, and approvethe same, if satisfactory,so ho
conld obtain the balance of the money dne.

On motion of Aid. Balkan It was resolved that
when the Connell adjournIt shall be until to-morrow at 6 o'clock p. m. when the Council proceed
to Inspect the grading of Fish street.—Adopted.
NOTICESAND INTRODUCTIONOP BILLS.
Aid. Landaal presentedan ordinance entitled
an ordinance,regulatingthe running at large
within the limits of the Citv of Hollann of horned
and all other animals. Said ordlnlnancewas read
a firstand second time by Its title and on motion
of Aid. Butkau,It was laid upon the table.
Aid. Kulte appearedand took his seat.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

of

a fine lot

THE GREAT

READY MADE CLOTHING, HATS AND CAPS

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
#yNo

other line runs Three Through Pnesenger Trains Daily between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln. St
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka nnd Kansas City.
Direct connections for all points In Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado,Wyoming. Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,Arizona,Jdaho, Oregon aud

SPRING DRESS GOODS AND CALICOES.

California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott, Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin. San Antonio, Galveston and all points in Texas.
The unequaled inducements offeredby this
Line to Travelersand Tourists, are as follows:

The celebrated Pullman (16-wheel)Palace
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line, C., B. St
Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton’s
RecliningChairs. No extra charge for Seats
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. B. & Q.
Palace Dining Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cars
fitted with Elcgaint High-BackedRattan ReBy Aid. Landaal,
volving Chairs for the exclusive use of flrstJfcfcrtxd, That the Improvement of that part ol
class passengers.
Fish street, lying between Seventh and Sixteenth
Steel Track and Superior Equipment,comstreets, In the city of Holland, be and the same is
bined with their Great Through Car Arrangehereby ordered in accordancewith the resolutions ment, makes this, above all others, the favorite
of the Common Connell, May 3rd, A. D. 1831, viz:
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
That a strip Twenty-fourfeet wide throughthe
West.
Try it, and vou will find travelinga luxury
center of Fish street from Seventh to Sixteenth
streetsbe covered to the average thickness of nine
instead of a discomfort.
Inches with clay and gravel, the same to be disThrough Tickets via this Celebrated Line
tributedas lollows: Twelve Inches in the center of for sale at all offices in the United States and
said street and six inches on ths outside.
Canada.
All Information about Rates of Fare, SleepThat the expenseof said improvement of claying and graveling,be defrayed by a special assess- ing Car Accommodations,Time Tables, Ac.,
ment, upon the lauds and lots abutting upon that will be cheerfully given, and will send Free to
any address an elegant County Map of United
part of said Fish street as aforesaid; except, the
two pnblic squares abutting on said part of Fish
street, and the street intersectionswhere said part
General Passenger Agent. Chicago.
of Fish street crossesSeventh. Ninth, Tenth,
T. J. POTTER,
Eleventh, Twelfth,Tnirteenth,Fourteenth,and
General Manager, Chicago. In rebuildingour new shop we have purchased
Fifteenth streets,the expense of which said imentirely uew
provement Is to be defrayed by an assessment
against the said city of Holland, and paid from
tne general fond, unless otherwise provided for by
Machineryof the most ApprovedPatterns,
the Common Council.— Adopted.
And we are confidentwe can satisfy all who
By Aid. Butkau.
want
Raotoed,That the plans and estimatesof expenses for the said improvement, of Fish street
between Seventhand Sixteenth streets,in the city

e.

-AT-

HARiRinsro-Tonsr,

J".

HOLLAITD, MIC

mCElTIX

Planing Mill

B™‘'‘aM^by™JyM°KWOOD,

Planing, Matching,

of Holland, and deposited with the Clerk for public examinationbe and the same are hereby approved and adopted.— Adopted.

Is

WE HAVE

DRY

That said special assc«sment be made according tu frontage, upon all the lauds and lots
abuttingupou said part of Fish street as afore-

instructed to furnish the Board of Assessorswith a
copy of the resolutions.

Hoi

________

tui», I*. U«a.
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HARRIS REMEDY

aaft

CO.,

SU,
BL LobIo. Mo.

CAealeU, Sib A lark el

LADIES'wko
Prog

art trooblod with Lneorrhca
(Fluor Albut or WhKrt) ibotldtend (or
>
Harris’ Pamphlet (llluitrnted
hi Pleloi) flrlDgdeieripUonof bn Remedy, nod rbowiof lUioplirnboo.The pamphlet in valuable to any Indy In delieitn henlth, beingn thoroughlyprneticnl tnntinoon tliii dieenoo,
H AIRIS RiMEDT C0M IT. --------

BOOTS & SHOES

•

-Just received

A

la tho
j

STEAM

Cm

Bur

KlLlsT
AND TUB

of

I

Medical uses of Electricity.
ion*

i

wfntsraad

EIECTII6 BUTI A BATTERIES.
lnitrnetl-.nl for ndf-tmtineat by Electrietty for Rbonmniina,
Neurnlgin, Epiltpoy, Pnrnly.it,Dynpeptin, nod til Norvoun
nnd C hronienffectiou. An llluitrnted book of over sixty largo
ptgts ton! (ret on receipt of 3 rent stnmp. Address

iS-'tY

WEBKMAN

St

VAN ARK.

TleGreat EnropeanReineily-Dr. I.

B.

Sidsoe’s

SpeciGc Medicine.
positive care for Sperraatorrhffa,Seminal
’eakness.____
Impotency,
and all diseases resulting
Weakncss
.
om Self-Abuse
Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memfrom
ory. Pains In
APTEn.
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

For rates, further infonnation.

and oJegaut Map nf United
States free, address,

GEN. PASS R ACT.. C-B 40.R.R
Chicago, III.

Cunsuinpt’n
Insanity nnd

nsed with
wonderfulsuccess.
Pumphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific.SI per package, or sl.^ackages
for #5. Address all orders to
J. B. BIMPhUN MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo,

Sold in Holland by D. R.

Adopted.
Aid. Kulte appeared aud tfeok hie seat.

The Mayor appointedAid. Beach, chairman of
the committeeof the whole.
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per

jflish

Mbbnqs.
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Ceassestp;

MANHOOD

reading of IIS ptfte.uiih full (’Uie Eniraetaga, bj mall, eeaied.iOeeaia.

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

How

Lost,

How

Restored

also

oa

BpermatorrhOM,Sexual Debility,

and Impotency, from Self-Abose and Escessee, eaaoing

I

Spermatorrhreaor Seminal Weakness, Involun- ‘lUdlol AItIci,’ Lirtnr* ea JUnhced A VnuihsH.lOl
boe^deseribod'booki,1
akoHaving purchasedthe Interest formerly owned tary Seminal Losses, I m potency , Mental and Phyt^oun^^n^Maaio^ontaiiliag
806 pages, sad oror MS
by Mr. M. Secry, and having leased my Hotel, I sical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
illustrstioos.
Ths
combined
rolumo
U
pc.ltiroly
Ike
moot
will devote ray entire attentionto the Grocery Bus- also, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, Induced by
popular Msdital Book publUhod.The aaihor Is an stporiiness, and therefore respectfullycall the attention self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.
raced physicianof many rears praetier.(an is well kaewa).
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
sad ihe ad nee peso, and rules fee treaimeal krf drea, wUI he MM
of the citizens of Holland to my new business.
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successThe store Is on the
ful practice, that the alarming conseonences of
or - CMOrnC'*dkeoo^— Pemage reape toheo to pafMt tm beeka,
self-abuse rany be radically cured; pointing ont
no. BUTTS- DISPEWBABY.
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectuCor.
and Fish St.
clroolcJieeaeoea J oompllcaladcaaoa,aad dueiOM rMalliag
al. by means of which every sufferer,no mutter
Impure aeiaalaasociatfoas, sMf abnso or ociaal oireoaes.
what his condition mav be. may cure himself from
Paliealitreiledby mail and expreea.Whore pretiklo,per*
I will endeavorto keep on hand a complete supos*
cheaply, privately,and radically.
eonalcoaeultatioo ir proforred,
which it ftoe tad luntc^ Qaos___ maikd frea
none to
to bo
bo uswored
laswtrod by polloeU deal rag trestmoat
ply, and fill all orders promptlyto the best of my
lion*
This Lecture should bo in the bands of
..
or trestmoat addreta
to
any
address
on
ability.
every youth and every man In the land.
•(A BLe BL Lasshb Hab
DR. B**
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any address post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps. WE HAVE ALSO A
‘ SURE
U,T,>D‘
CURE!FOR TAPE WORM.' Address'

torrhea, Impoteucy, and all

iirisi

wm

Discapea that follow at* aaeqtience^
of Self Abuse ;

at*

TAiin.teL’I'K:

r

you judge us.
11

_

Ann

St,

GEO. H. SIPP, CUy

(Jerk.

re Grave.
PT'Kall particularaIn our pamphlet, which v
desire to send free by mail to every one. TI
Specific Medicinela gold by all drugj let at >1 p
via J* IT
n A A I. .
^ if— _
sit t
package, jor six packages for $5. or will be at
free by mail on
)n receli
receipt of Ihe money, by
dressing THE GI
.......
GRAY
MEDICINE CO.
No. 106 Main Street. Buffalo,N.
For Sale In Hollandby Ueber Walah. 32-ly
td

a

Am

82 EIGHTH STREET 82

’SHOLtS INSECT

GROCERIES,

CROCKERY,

GLASSWARE,
Call and see the

!
i)

-^MEDIATELY AT-*-

Ash Stave Bolts—

Pine

Heading

33 inches long.

-83

"

-30
-30

“
“

We

BY’

—38

“
-20to22 “

be,

rheumatism, neuralgia, lameneM, asthma,
bronchitis— If other treatment hare failed

—hope on! go at once for, Thomas’ Eclec*
trie Oil. It will secure you immediate
relief.

CHIMNEY

#

5

•

always have on hand a stock of

and

FEED,

.Corn, Oats, Etc.

ALL INSECTS'-

pa

A

full line

of PROVISIONS,as Cheap

as at

We

any other place.

have a full line of Teas, from 25 cents per
pound and upward.

We

sell

Glassware Setts at 40 cents and

upwards.
Iowa, Oct. 10th.ir*.-l am almaot owpctotd at roar Pao-

ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY

BOUGHT AND

PRODUCE

SOLD.

4

Also, Flour barrel and butter tub hoops.

JAMES HONING,
may

MICA LAMP

FLOUR

CHEMICAL iMF'C.CO
aa#l£SJER r"v'

jYi.
!

Co.,

Dealers In

EXTERMINATOR

PUT UP ONLY

WANTED

&

M. Huizenga

which uever breaks.

RYDER.
Holland, April 13, 1881. HMf

Hop# on. Hop# Ever,
matter what the Ailment

Aftor

Etc., Etc., Etc.

Don't Forget the Place.

For farther Informationand price*,Inquire of

No

<-

And all kinds of Flower Pots. Hanging Baskets,

The CalvenrellMedical Co.,
New York, N. Y. ; Post-Officebox, 4586.
B-lv

Elm
“
Ash “
Oak “

o'clockCp jJJonrned umllJun« let; 1881, at 7:80

t

tude. Pain in the Back. Dimneva of Vialon, Pr
mature Old Age. and many other Diseases th
lead to Insanityor Consumptionand a Prcm

Eighth

,“i Black

^

Remedy,

an unfailinecure
for nominal weak
new, S perma-

[

A Urn. he w tad eompltto Qaido to Wedlock,eontunlag, with many others,tho following eharuri: A Compotsnt Womaahood.
So eel loo ol Wife, Temporsmsnu,compatible
IB I incompaubla,Ster.lity
la Womea, cause tad treatment,
Adrico to Bridegroom,Adrico to Hnitandi, Adrics to Wires,
ProstilulioB,
its ceuee.. Celibacy tad Matrimonycompered,
Ce. Jugal Puie-Ce-Snemul. Im Sad
***
rise.,beieaeeef Repre-Iuetieo,Single Ub eoaetdered,U» ef Munec* tad
Tl.cm, Legal ,i»hu^f Berried .mm., eU., Iael»d>a| DwraeeepeeaJwe
U W.ixb. Ibelrseem and treaweat A hreb forpe'raw sadeoreMmato

HEROLD.

1880.

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADK MARK The Great En-TRADE MARK

rtrsoruno!!7iJtiti™ii
preferred,which in
and mritt J. List of quottiooa
to bo answered by patienu doeirlng treatment mailed fret to any addreeton applieattoo.
/Pereowa eaffertay freoi Ruptaro tkould toad tkelr
Vend learnamathlnfto Ibelr ad.antagr. It k not a tnm.F
Lomniuaicalinnitlnclly coofldentlsl, and should bo addressM
DU. DITTS, 1R North Slit t»L, BL Loula, Mo.

j^\

1.

...........

rf.^d- Botkao the report and recomh® Cotn:of the whole were adopted
and the clerk Instructedto Issue a warrant on the Whith
Treasurer, iu favor of K. Van ilaafteu, contractor, Black
for toe earn of |38.).05.-Adopted.
Basswood Heading

?h

US.

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

YOUNC MEN

cclo,

l,?# BP®nt therein the committee
reported through their chairman,that they had
examined the grading of Fish street, found the
same to be satisfactory
and recommended that the
.SW!?/® °* i*1® ,MW‘ »nd the contractor

M

:o:-

CALL AND SEE

SflsMSyHDMKSrrtSrTWj

addrmA

Sited flcMedi
clue is being

Grocery House

EXPOSURES:
_

or
_j mg such
miladisea. ByphUla, Uonorrnra, Uteri, SlrleUro, OreklUt,all
Irtnnry
TroobUa and BypUllUoor SereurUIaffection, of tbn
Inary Troobfoa
throat,
akin or bom,
treatedwith success,on ecieotilc pnaroot, thin
boare,troau
doles,withoutusingMercury
M error or other PoisonousMedicines.
and tboM of middle age who are iuf>
f*.
Itriug from Urn effect, of Spermalorri^^^eKm^KaTaoee, lha
Ihe mult
mull of eolf-abase
eclf-abuM In
la youth
routfe
oe ticoss la mitaredyeara, ire permassatly cured. This die•iso producessome of the followingeffects— cmn.ions,blotches,
dissmess, nerrousntss,dimness of sight,cough, indigestion,
•nnitipalion.
despondency,eonfysiooof Moss, tremoa to soCitty, defeetlromemory,eeaual exhauetion,impotcaey or loan
of manly rigor, which ur.Bts the rictimfor buiincs or marriage.

FREE

early
grave. The

WARD

INDISCRETION

--

PATIENTS TREATED

an

FIRST

LOTUS,KO.

Mm

It is a

tached to all thnuith trains. In which
meals ion bo obtainedat the reasonable price of seventy-tire cents.

DRK

8th Street, ST.

A Complete acaortmentof Children's and Infants'
bhoea for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles' and Gentlemen'sWear,

Pkyslelnnsin ebtrgo of this old nnd wsll known InstL
1 tution nrs regulargraduatesin medicintnnd surgery. Venn
Of Ksportenre in ths trentmsat of Chronln Dlaeatrebars mado
their skill tad ability to mocb superiorto Ihst of lbs ordinary
practitioner,
that they barn acquired a oaltoatlrtpuUUoa
through
•onih thsir Utilmtot
trsatmaatoi
of compiicaiea
compiicaltdc
cases.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TO

Company from CHICAGO to
COUNCIL BLUFFS. TOPEKA and
KANSAS CITY, fonnlng a line with
but one change of ears lo DENVER
and PUEBLO. Pining Cars are atthis

IxttMidlM?»t 12 N.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

JAS.

Rtiolv«d,That the Council go into Committee of
tbs Vt hols on the general order of the day.—

--

HEROLD,

E.

mHE

:“"Tar Vree, Beach, Balkan,

Ths regular order of business suspended.
By Aid. Butkau,

at

or

Give us a trial before

Holland, Mich., May 25, 1881.
The Common Council met pursuant to adjournment and was called to order by the Mayor.

OF ---

describedwith letentiBa
mode
of car*. Prof. H.rru1 lUaetrated
pamphlet mb! fret on •rplktboo.
fully

Jnst published, a new edition of Dr. CULVERWELL’S CelebratedEssay on the radical cure of

I88i.—
Council adjourned until to-morrow,May 25. at
0 o'clock p. m.
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

w stock:

1TB

__

by

By Aid. Landaal,
Retdv A, That saloon keepers and all ot^cr persons, except Druggists,other than those that pay
a state tax, for the sale of liquors,at wholesale
and retail, whose business in whole or part consists in selling, keeping or offering for sale any
ra ut, brewed, fermented, spirituous or indicating liquors,or mixed liquors or patent medicines,
mixtures, bittersor compound, which ar<Hh whole
or in part, consists of spiritous or intoxicating
liquors,either at wholesale or retail, shall pay the
aum of fifteen dollarsas an annual license,for the
ye-r ending on the first Monday In June, A, D.

A Large and Fine

•f N»wd OatUn
lli<u<r*wd,
UWrJ
CO, PBf.StUuH

Or anything In our line manufactured on short

six
(6) tiirrERENT routes, nt wonderfully low rates. The** tickets will be
Rood going wwt within fifteen (15)
rtny* from date of sale, and to ictuni
until October 31st following.
Pullman Palace Cars are run by

3rd. That the lots and premisesthus to be assessed »hal! include the same lauds heretofore
designatedby the Common Councilin the atore
mentioned resolution,to-wit:
That the lots and lands upon which said special
assessment shall be levied, shall include lots one
and sixteen In block thirty-two,lots six and seven
in block thirty-three,
lots six and seven in block
thirtv-four,lots one and sixteen in block thirtyfive, lots one and sixteen iu block forty-two, lots
six and seven in block forty-four,lots oho and

was

.

VER, COLORADO SPRINGS, and

DEN-

Sad. That the total amount to be assessed and
levied in said special assessmentdistrict shall be
seven hundred and thirty-fivedollars and sixtyeight cents as per estimates heretofore adopted.

clerk

to

UutSi

Now on •e!« on I dorlnv the wawn.
tlntt-Mi.* kxcursion Tickets, from
' ntcngoanJ local nolnts.to

PUEBLO. AMD RETURN,

each foot frontaga to he assessed alike.

On motion of Aid. Butkau the

WANTED fr«. PBOPUS ru

PNiV|»»a.

DRYING OF LUMPUR FA’ SHALL ELECTRO-FARADICBELT GO.,
812 A 314 ChestsatSL, NT. LOUIS, MO.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
DR, BUTTS’

hereby farther ordered ;

sixteen in block forty-five, lots one and sixteen In
block fifty,lots six and seven in biock fifty-one,
lots one aud sixteen in block fifty-three, lots one
and sixteen in block sixty, lots three aud four in
bbek sixty-one,lots three aud four in block sixtytwo, lots one and eight in block sixty-tlireu,
lots
one and eight in block sixty-eight,and lots three
and four iu block sixty-nine,or such sub divisions
of said lots, or lands, as may be abutting upon said
part of Fish street, as aloresaid,also the two Public Squares, fronting upon said part of Fish street
aud also the street iuurseciious where said part
of Fish street crosses seventh,niuth, eleventh,
twelfth,tnirteenth,fourteenth and fifteenth
streets, and the said lots, lands aud nremises shall
bo designated and the same are hereby declared to
constitutea special street district, for the purpose
of specialassessmentto delray the expenseof improving, clayingand graveling said part of Fish
street as aloresaid,said district to be known as
FUh Street Special AssessmentDistricL— Carried.

for tb. B,.t «Bd rut**.
Is I w SellingPictorinlBook, nod Bible.. I'ricet
r*d»t*d 33 per et. Nalioail PublUh f C*. Ctaieuo, III.

Re-Sawing Done.

1st.

said,

HftFRITQ WANTED

out
VI

OR

By Aid. Landaal,
Ruolotds That the Board of Assessorsof the
City of Holland, are hereby Instructed forthwith
to make a "Special AssessmentRoll of Fish slieet
Special AssessmentDisirict," to defray the
expensesfor claying and graveling of said part of
Fish street as aforesaid.—Adopted.
By Aid. Beach,
Rttdfd. That in accordance with the provisions
of title XIX of the Charter of the City of Holland
it

HI.

at

Holland, May

N.

B.

The

A
7S
hie

meotloued.
MONTH! A0OT3
Nm« SelllafArtWh.
fr**

I*

15-4w

WAMTOI

lb.W.rM i aMito.

AdJ Jf BRONSON. Datni**.

M..

•IU’mWIyea all ihe oedrrsI esa.

First Deputy Sheriff of

1881.

highest price will be paid For

all the articles

$350

18,

JOHN PENN0YER,

the Factory, Holland, Mich.

OFFICE WITH
WaiUtgioa
ll-8moe

SI,

•

T. J.

Ottawa Co.

AKELEY.

WBmM

HUIZENGA & CO.

Holland, Mich., May

2,

1881. 18-3m

has M the Psetilks. Tba patwat os whom I bars need most as
•ae box. Hi addHMti t« a tamg'e bet, it fait ncortriag, aad I
yfr.k uatbtr

^ Worn

<s tSnsgutMt.
Marrlsod, Bops. 2, l«7S.-Laat Jaauary wo get from ymss
Sri of »ouf remedy, foe one of oar customan, aud it has mads
a rerfee* rare uf him. Wt bare aaathorcustomer aaw ea*ct»

$2

.

i-iy

